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SCHOOL OF LA\M CALENDAR

SUMMER, SESSION, 1956

of studcnts in the Day Division, Room 149,
Hall, 8:Jo ¿. m. to 12 noon.
Registration of students in thc Evening Division, Room 149, Storey

Junc 5-Tuesday:

Registration

Storey

H:,ll, 7 p' m. to 9 p.

l*ne

6-Vednesday: First day

of

m.

instruction.

Jrne ll-Monday: Last day for adding courscs.
l*re 75-Friday: Last day for dropping courses,
Aagust Z}-Vednesday: Last day of session.
August ?7-Monday: Graduation exercises.

FAI,L SEMESTEP' 19,6.1957
Seþtetnb* 20-Thursday: Registration of trst ycar, transfer and continuâtion students in Evening Division, Room 126, Storey Hall, Z p. Ír. to 9 p. m.

2l-Friday: Rcgistration of 6rst ycar students in Day Division,
Auditorium, Storey Hall, 9 a. m.

Karcher

Registrâtion of continuation students and readmission students
Division, Room 149, Storey Hall, 10 a. rr. to 3:30 p. m.

in Dry

Registration of continuation students and readmission students
ning Division, Room 149, Storey Hall, 7 p. m. to 9 p. m.

in

Seþtember

24-Monday: First day of instruction.
October 8-Monday: Last day for adding courses.
October 15-Monday: Last day for dropping courses,
Seþtember

Noaeøber 2l-rVedneedayr Thanksgiving recess begins

l0 p.

Nouember 26-Mondry: Thanksgiving recess ends 8 a. m.
December l9-l7ednesday: Christm¿s recess begins

Jønurl 3-Thursday:

l0

Ch¡istm¿s recess ends 8 a. m.

lanuary 3}-Yednesday: La* day of

semester.

p, m.

m.

Eve-

t

The School of Law Calender
SPRING SEMESTER, 19'6.19'7

Jantary 3l-Thursday: Registration of students in Evening Division, Room 149,

Storey Hall, 7 p. m. to 9 p, m.
Februør1 l-Friday; Registrâtion of first year students in Day Division, Room
l49,'storey Hall, 8:10 å, m. ro 12 noon.
Registretion of continuation students and readmission students
Division, Room 149, Storey Hall, 10 e. m, to 3:30 p, m.

in

Day

Registration of continuation students ¿nd readmission students
ning Division, Room 149, Storey Hall, 7 p. r . to 9 p. m,

in

Eve-

Fcbruary 4-Monday: First day of instruction.
February

l8-Monday: Last day for adding

February 25-Monday: Last day

Aþril |l-Yednesday:

courses.

for dropping courses.

Easter recess begins 10

p. m.

Aþril 24-ll/ednesday: Easter recess ends 8 a. m.
Aþril 24-26-Vednesday through Fridayr Lawyers' S7eék,
Mtj 2-Thursday: Honors' Day Convocation (scholestic).
Mø1
J

3l-Friday: Last day of

unc 2*Sunday:

semester.

Bacêalaureate Se¡vices.

lune 3-Monday: Graduation

exercises,

ADMINISTRATION AND FACULTY
ADMINISTRATION
Umphrey Lee, Ph.D., D.D., Litt.D., LL.D', Chøncellor

of

the

Uniuersity
Villis M. Tate, 4.M., LL.D., L.H'D,, Presid'ent of tbe Uniaersity
Hemphill M. Hosford, Ph.D,, Prouost of tbe Uniuersíty
Robeit Gerald Storey, ,4'.8., LL.D., Deøn of the School of Løw
Charles Shirley Potts, M.4., LL.B', S.J.D., Deaø Emeritus
John Vilks Riehm, Jr., 8.S., J.D', Academi.c Assistønt
Gordon R. Carpenter, 8.S., LL.B., Executiue Secretary,
Sout hu.testern Le gal F oøndation
Helen \Ø. Perry, Secretary to tbe Deøn
Norma Decker, Recorier
Beverly Redfearn, Assistant to tbe Recorder
Martha Joe Stroud, Secretary to tbe Forundøtion
'Willic Thompson )
Svlvia Dunca.r (

fí{t-" Keahey (

Senetøries to tbc Føcu'lty

La Vergne Sullivan /

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
The Executive Council consists of the Dean and Professors Ray'

Harding and

Masterson.

FACULTY"'
GnNeno Runrx CanRro, LL.B.,

LL.M.

Associate Professor

of Law
LL.B., 1944, National University of La Plata; LL.M. in Comparative
Law, 1955, Southern Methodist University; private practice in Buenos
Aires, Argentina 1946-19J4; Grâduâte Fellow, I-aw Institute of the
Americas, 1954-1955; Southern Methodist University since 1955.

LL.M.

Professor of Law
and Associate Director, Law
Institute of the Americas
J.S.D., 1948, Facultad de Derccho, Universidad Nacional de La Plata;
LL,M. in Comparative Law, Southern Methodist llniversity, 79531 private
practice in Buenos Aires, Argentina, 1943-1952; member of Facultad de

Jur,ro Crsnn Curto-RuR, J.S.D.,

Derecho, Universidad Nrcional de La Plata 1946-7948i Graduate Fellow,
Law Institute of the Arne¡icas, Southern Methodist University 1912-l9trt
Southern Methodist University since 1953.

Professor of Law
LL.B.
A.8., 1937, University of Akron; LL.B., 1940, Southern Methodist Un!
versity; Special Agent and Supervisory .{gent, Fede¡al Bureau of Invostiga-

H¡nvny L. Dalrs,4.8.,
li!,.ì.".1r,

is listed alphabetically.

Faculty

7

tioî, 1940-1946; private practice in Dallas, 1946-1942; Southern Methodist
University since 1946.

C¡"yor ErvrcnY, Á.,8., LL.B.
Professor of Law and
Faculty Advisor, Academy of American Law
A.8, 1921, University of \Øisconsin; Rhodes Scholar at Oxford University,

192l-1923; LL.B,, 1930, Harvard University; general practice in Dallas,
1930-1936i Âssociate Professor of Law, Baylor University, 1936-19)8i
umpire in labor disputes betv¡æn North American Aviation and U..4.\[,C,l.O., 7944-1945; Southern Methodist University since 1938.

CH¡nrps O'Nenr, GalvrN, B.B.A., M.B.A., J.D., Professor of Law
. and Director of Internship and Placement
8.8..4,., 1940, Southern Methodist University; M.B.A,, 1941, J,D,, 1947,
Northweste¡n University; Insrructor Naval Supply Corps, l94t-1946; Instructor in accounting, Northwestern University 1946-1947; privatc practice in Dallas 1947-1952; part-time, Southern Methodist University il4t7952i Íull time since 1952.

Anr¡run LBoN H¡.norNG, 4.8., J.D., S.J.D. professor of Law and
Chairman of Graduate Studies
4,8., 1924, University of Arkansas; J.D,, 1927, University of Michigan;
S.J.D., 1932, H¿rvard University; Assistant and Associate Professor

of Law,

1927-1933, Southern Methodist University; Brandeis Research lFellow,
Harvard Law School, 193l-1932; Professor of Law, University of Idaho,
1933-1940i military service, 1940-1946, serving es Execurive, Montana
and Idaho Military District, in office of Chief of Staff, U. S. Ârmy, and as
Chief of Operations, Army Ground Forces; Southern Methodist úniversity
since 1946.

Arrnno Hrrr, 8.S.,

LL.B.

professor of Law and
Faculty Research Advisor

8,5., 1937, College of the City of New York; LL,B., 1941, Brooklyn Law
School; Attorney, Securities and Exchange Commission, 1943-1950; Execurive Âssistanr to Chairman, S. E. C, 1950-1952i G¡aduare Fellow, Harvard
Law School 1952-1953i Southern Methodist University since 19ij.

LBNN¡nr VrnNoN LeRsoN,8.S., J.D.,

S.J.D.

professor of L¿q¡

8.S., 1933, J.D., 1936, University of Vashington; S.l.D,, 1942, University
of Michigan¡ .{ssistant, Associate ¿nd p¡ofessór of Law, baylor University,
1938-1944; Public Member, Eighth Regional rVa¡ Labor Board, Dallas,
1942-7944t.A,ttorney v¡ith National \Øar Labor Board, 1944-1945; Counsel,
Research Development Division, New Mexico School of Mines, t6+s-W+ei
Southe¡n Methodist University since 1946.

\Ø¡rurn D¡r,r,¡tvr MasrnRsoN, Jn.,

LL.B.
and Direcror

professor of Law,
of Pracrice Court

LL.B,, 1931, University of Texas; general pracrice in San Antonio, 1931-.
1934,; Legal Deparrment Home Owners Loan Association, 1934-1916;
Legal Departmenr Shell_ Petroleum Co, 1936-1944; g.r"."l pracrice i;
Dallas, 1944-1942; Southern Methodist University ú,nl.e D47,^

Ë

I
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Josrru

Vrn¡

8.A.,

McKNtcur, 8.4., M'4.,

1947, University

of

Texas; B'"4'

B.C.L'
jn

.J.urisprudence'

1949;.M'A,

(Megdalen Collese); United States
at Oxford University' 1947-19'-0;
Rhodes
'Ñ"* Schol¿r
York City lgtl'79"1 Southern Methodist

rgta; B.c.í' 19t0, O;fo;¡ Universitv

Navy,1944-19+ei
ptivate practic" i"

Assistant
Professor of Law

University since 1955.

Rov Ro¡rsnr Rav' A'B"

t1T;.l;{ro';
-

or

n,r.r.rïilt;1rui.Ï;;

AcademY

of American Law

A.ß', 1924, Centre College¡ LL'B', 192s' IJniversitv .ot lientu;f1;,
t'll'
ot Mrchrg-an'

of Michigan; Research Fellow' University
and'summer' t"llo; Vitititg Professor' Vanderbik P-"l":ltitv'
ot wttlll8ân.
7937-1919¡ University of Colorado, Summer, 1931.; University

lSl0,

UniYersity

1gls"úzi

igtgi on leave of absence, 1942-1946, servinS^successlvely .as
Regionai Rationing Attorney, \esigna.l Rent.Attorney' 9'l'"..', ilo,Ylit
HJaring Commissioner, Offce of Administrative Hearings; Southern Methodist UniversitY silce 1929'
Summer,

JoHN \Ølrns RrcHrvr, Jn., B'S., J'D.

Professor

of Law

and

-.
of Admissions
Chairman

8.S., 1941, Bradley University; J'D', 1947, Univcrsity of Michiga-n;.United
Sti.., Ar-y Air Forces, tg+z'iS+s; general practice in New York City'
1947-1948 atd Stm.ter, 1949, 1951' 1953; Southern Methodist University

since 1948.

Assistant Professor of Lav¡
8.S,, 1949, Vashington University; LL'ß', 19'2, Harv¿rd Univervty;
pii""." ptá".i." it ioston, 1952,:i954i Teaching Fellow, Harvard Law

BvnoN D. Srmn, 8.S., LL.B.

3chool 1954-1951; Southern Methodist University since 1955'

Ronr,nr Gsn¡Lo Sronrt, 4.8,,

LL.D'

Professor of Law

General
Gencral practice, 1974'1921 and 1924 to date; Assistant Attorney
Univ,e.rsity of
J t"*.r'it chaige of Criminal Appeals, 192l-1923; Regent'
Texas, 7924-193õ; President, Bar--Association of Dallas' 1934; Chairman
i*.iã'" ïi f.g"i Éd.crtiot, î*.,i""o Bar .Associ¿tion, 19J7'r939 i setved
in Vorld \Øais I and II; Executive Counsel to Justice Robert H' Jackson'
Trial of Major Axis úar Criminals, Nuremberg, 1945'1946¡ Director'
S."," ¡"t of'Texas, 1947'1948, 1949-1950, President, 1948-1949i- Presiàent, Southwestern Legal Foundation sî¡ce 1947 Member, House of Delegrtes atd Member, Board of Governors' American Ber Association' 1949'l
Þresident, 1952-1953; President, Inter-Amcrican B¡r Association' l9'4'i
Southern Methodist University since 1947,

A. J. THoraas, Jn.,8.S,, LL.B', LL.M', S.J'D' Professor of Law and
Director, Law Institute of the Americas
8,S., 1919, Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas; LL'B''.1941'
Uiiu"rrity'of i"*rr; LL'M., 1947, S'J'D., 1950, University of Michigan;
Vice Cotsul, United States Foreig. Se.vice, 1945-1946; Southern Methodist
University since 1947.

I

Faculty
CHen¡-rs 'iüfl. \Øn¡srrn, Ph.B.,

LL'B.

Associate Professor of Law

and Faculty Editor, Southwestern Law Journal
Ph.B,, 1942, Marquette University; LL.B', 194S, University of lØisconsin;
,{ssisiant and Associate Professor of Law, University of Bufalo, 19481953i ,{ttorney, Legal Department, General Electric Co', L95t-19'4i
Southern Methodist University since 1954.

Moss

Professor of Law end
Director of Legal Aid

Vru¡Isrl, '{.8., LL.B.

A.8., 1924, East Central State College of Oklahoma; LL,B', 7942'.Univer-

.ity ãf Oki"homai

engaged

in high ichool teaching, 1924'193s, O-klahome

ará Colorado; privatJpiactice

Coottty Jtdge, 1942-1946, Ada, Okla-

"td since 1946'
homa; Southern Methodist University

LIBRARY STAFF
Lavr¡ Libr¿rian
8.4., 1930, Eest Texas State Teachers College; taught in public schools,

Flrrnnxr¡ Tunnrvrr-n, B.A.

Coo¡rer, Texas, 193l-1942, attended University of Texas, 194l'1944;
Columbia University School of Library Science, Summer, 1947; Assistant
Law Librarian, University of Texas, 1944'1947; Southern Methodist University since 1947'

Er,rz¡sBrlu C. TwIrcHBr-L,8,4,, 8.S., M.A,

Assistant Law
Librarian

8..4., University of Kentucky, 1931; B.S. in Library Science, Columbi¡
University, 1932; M,A., University of Illinois Library School, l94l;
Baldwin Public Library, Long Island, N. Y., 1933-1939; University of
Illinois Library , ú4A-L941; Business and Technology Dept., Trenton,
N. J. Public Library, 1942-1944; Reference Librarian, Southern Methodist
University, 7948-1952t Law Library, 1953-,

Jov

'

S. BarEn, 8,S.,

M.A.

Cataloger ând Insurance

Law Libr¿rian
8,S., State Teachers College, Pittsburg, Kansas, 1922i Teacher in Public
Schools Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, and Missouri, 1922-7940; M.A. in
Library Science, University of Denver, 1951; State Teachers College Library, Peru, Nebraska, 1946-1949i Hutchinson Public Libraty, 195l-1952;
Okl¿hom¿ City Public Librery, 1952-1953; Texas A, & M. College, 19531954; Southern Methodist University since 1954.

Joan Flynt
Ruth Hilton

I
I

Clerical Assistants
LECTURERS

HrNny Davm AxrN,,A..8., LL.B.
A,8, 1922, Southwester¡ University; LL.ß,,
practice

in D¡llas

1925, Univcrsity of Tcxas;
since 1925¡ Southe¡n Methodist University since 194J,

--

l0

The School of Law

AlaN Ro¡rnr Bnounnnc, A.B. LL.B.
4.8.,

1949, H¿rvard University; LL.B,, 1952, Yale University; private

practice

in

Dallas since 1952i

Methodist University since 1955.

militty

service 1952-1954; Southern

Gnov¡n Flenrr, Jn., B.B.A., LL.B.
B.B.A., 1950; LL.B., 1943, Southern Methodist University; United States
Navy 1943-1946; private practicc in Dellas 1946-1952, inclusive; Judge,
Dallas County Cou¡t at Law No.2, sincc 1953; Southern Methodist
University since 1956,

JoHN CrevroN JAcoBs,8.S., LL.B.

B.S. in Chem. 8., 7939, Georgia Institute of Technology; LL,B., 1948,
Yale University; private practice in Dallas since 1948; Southern Methodist

University since 1951.

P¡ur, McC¡nRoLL, LL.B.
LL.B,, 1927, University of Texas; privatc practice in Dall¡s, 1927-1942;
Legal Department, United States ,{.rmy, 7942-1946i A.ssoci¿te C;ounsel,
Southweste¡n Life Insurance Company, 1946-; Southern Methodist University since 1951.

Arpnao E. McLeNr,8.S.,8.4., LL.B., LL.M,
8.S., 1938, 8.,{., 1939, LL.B., f 941, LL.M., 1952, Southern Methodist Univcrsity; Attorney, Southern Union Gas Co, 1941-45; Attorney, O6ce of
P¡ice Administratiolr 1945-1947; private practice in Dallas since 1947¡
Southern Methodist University since 1952,

R¡r.p¡r B. SHanr, 4.8., LL.B.
A,8' 1927, Lynchburg College;

LL.B., 1930, Columbia University; private
practice, Tyler, Teras, l93l-19r7i private practice in Dallas since 1938;
spccializing in oil and gas prectice; Southern Merhodist University sincc

t9rt.

STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY
ADMISSIONS: Riehm (Chairman), Galvin, Hill, Harding

and

\Øebsrer

CURRICULUM: Ray (Chairman),

Hill,

Larson, Masterson and

Riehm

GRADUATE STUDIES: Harding (Chairman), Srorey, Larson,
Ray and Thomas
SCHOLARSHIPS AND LOANS: Ray (Chairman), Galvin and
Riehm

LIBRARY: Harding (Chairman), Emery, Thomas and Turbeville
INSTITUTES, CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION, ÂND
COURSES FOR LAYMEN: Galvin (Chairman), Storey,
Carpenter, Larson and Masterson

Faculty

11

FA.CULTY RESEARCH AND PUBLICATIONS: Thomas (Chairman), Harding and Ray
MEMBERS OF THE UNIVERSITY SENATE: Galvin, Harding,
Larson, Ray and Riehm
MEMBERS OF COMMITTEES OF THE UNIVERSITY SENATE

Athletics: Larson
Disciþline: Davis

Føculty Teøure: Ray (Chairman)
Libraries: Emery
Pøblic Reløtiozs.' \Øebsrer
Scbed.ule and Utilization of Sþøce: Riehm
Scbolarshíþs ønd Loøns: Harding
S

þ e ciøI Le c t

ur e s and. Eøt

e

rt

ainnt ent

: Cteto-kua

Student Actiuities ønìl Orgønizøtioøs: Galvin
U nìu ersi t y C onu o c øtions: lVimbish
Sþecial Committee oø Religiotr.s Actiaities: Larson

LA\ø SCHOOL COMMITTEE OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
\Øilliam B. Hamilton, 4.8., M.4., ìil,Øichita Falls, Cbøirmøø
Frank M. Bailey, 4.8., M.4., LL.B., Chickasha, Oklahoma
Judge Sam G. Bratton, Albuquerque, New Mexico
J. S. Bridwell, Vichita Falls
Chief Justice John Edward Hickman, LL.B., Austin
Charles B. Paine, Grand Island, Nebraska
Bishop A. Frank Smith,B.A., D.D., LL.D., ex-ofrcio, Flouston

ADVISORY COMMITTEES FROM THE BAR
INsun¡Ncn: Robert L. Dillard, Cbøìrmøn, R. Guy Carter, John L.

\7'ill C. Thompson, James Ralph \Øood.
L¡¡on L¡v': George E. Seay, Chairmaø, Jeff Hassell, Arthur J.
Riggs, L. N. D. Vells, Jr.
Otr ¡No Gas: Dwight L. Simmons, Cbaìrman, Judge Gordon Simpson, Ralph B. Shank, Marshall Newcomb, \Øayland H. Sanford,
J. \Ø. Timmins, Carlton R. Vinn.
T¡x¡rrox: Flomer Jack Fisher, Cbøirmøn, George E. Ray, Felix
Atwood, J. V. Bullion, Oliver \Ø. Hammonds, John Paul
Jackson, Vright Matthews, Stephen L. Mayo, Robert A. \øilShook,

son, Sam \Øinstead.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
HISTORY
The School of Law was established by resolution of the Board of
Trustees in February, 1925, and was foimally opened the following
September. In 1938 the Dallas School of Law, which had beeã
established în 192J by the Young Men's Christian Association, was
merged- with the School of Law ãf Southern Methodist University,
Since that time the School of Lav¡ has operated a Day Division and
an Evening Division. The School is a member of the Association of
American Law Schools, en organization whose object is the maintenance of high standards in legal educarion, and is on the list of
schools approved by the Americãn Bar Association.

LOCATION
Southeln Methodist University is situated within the city limits
of University Park, approximately six miles from the business center
of Dallas. This location offers distinct advantages for law students.
City, County, State and Federal Courts are within a helf-hour ride
from the school, and are in session throughout the entire year.
Students are encouraged to visit these courts âs a part of their
training in the School of Law.

LA\T/ QUADRANGLE
The School of Law is housed in a new quadrangle siruated on a
beautifully landscaped plot of five acres on rhe northwest corner
of- the campus. The three air-conditioned buildings (pictured else-

where in this bulletin) include Storey Hall, Florence'Hall and rhe
Lawyers Inn. Funds contributed by lawyers financed the construc-

tion of Lawyers Inn, and funds provided by businessmen made
Hall. A generous gift from Mr. Karl Hoblitzelle of
Dallas enabled the University to completely remodel and refurnish
the third building, now named Florence Hall in honor of Mr. Fred
F. Florence, Dallas financier. The family of the late Maco Srewarr,
Sr., gave funds v¡hich made possible the beautiful courrroom
named in his honor. The Lawyers Inn is a modern Inn of Court, It
provides living quarters and dining facilities for sevenry-five students, and cont¿ins a lounge and a recreation room as well as a
faculty dining room and several guest rooms for visiting a¡rorneys.
Florence Hall contains the Law School classrooms, a courtroom,
offces of the Legal Aid Clinic, study rooms and rooms for srudent
activities. The main building, Storey Hall, houses the several
libraries, the administrative and faculty offices of the Law School,
offices of the Southwestern Legal Foundation, the Southwestern
possible Storey
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Law Journal, several seminar rooms, a large auditorium, a student
lounge and a public lounge. The buildings ãre of modiûeâ G..;;i;;
architecture, conforminglo rhe sryle of"all permanent buildineí on
the campus. These faciliìies provide the Law school wirh phíric"i
"
plant unsurpassed in the South or Southwest. Th.
"l.rrroo*í
""J
courtroom are commodious_ and well appointed. The
three large
reading rooms in_ the main building provide a place for study aid
research under ideal conditions.

LA\ø LIBRARY
__T!: L"y Lrbrary, housed_in Storey Hall, contains approximately

55,000 volumes, carefully selected to avoid .ror"""rr""/ãupücatioru
and to insure the grearesr possible usefulness. This includäs all reported cases of the Federal courrs and practically all reported cases
of the State Courrs and all English repðrted crr., fro*'th. tim. of
Flenry vIII. There are also collections of the reported cases from

the. princþal-countries of the British Commonïealth, includinl
Ireland, Scotland, ,{.ustralia, New Zealand, South ,\frica anã
Canada. Accessions are. being m¿de at the rate of approximately
5,000 volumes"

with

special amenrion being given

io *"t.ri"Í,

in the fields of 1I:¿r,
Oil and Gas, Taxarion, Insurance,'Iãternational Law,
Comparative Law and

is also placed

Emphasis

on

_Jurisprudence.
Latin American. legal publications.
Codes, peiiodicals and orrtrt"rrdiis
treatises have been acquired from mosi of the Latin Americai
countries.

collection includes the current statute raw of the
--Th"-starurory
United Stares and of all of rhe srares. The rules, ,"g"útio; ;ã
decisions of the administrative_ agencies of the feáer"f
;;;;;;"r;;;
are kept cürrenr. The library hal excellent collections ;¡ ;;;;
encyclopedias, digests, citarors and loose-leaf services which make
it,a,valuable working laboratory_ for the students. Several
all -leading- textbooks are avairabre. There are many rexts""pi.r-"i
ôn the

subjects

of

government, economics, international relations

in the collecrion. The Library has complete fles of o""""J¡*i_
tt""¿i.¿
and fifty-three leading law periãdicals. Ii currenrb ,;b;";ib";-;;
three hundred and ninety-six periodicals, of which ninety-eight
are
from foreign countries.
Fo.ndren Library, a handsomely appointed and air_conditioned
,burldrng,
houses. the general library. It is arranged for maximum
ness

convenience and research.
at all times.

students

Its reading roo*,

""ã

available

to lr*

OBJECTTVE OF THE SCHOOL
Tle
objective
of
the school is the thorough training of irs students
.
in the science and method of the law. Thi rules
t.i""i;L;-;;;

""ä

I
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studied in the light of their context, their purpose and their actual
effect upon the social institutions of their time. Together with the
understanding of the body of the law, there is sought to be imparted the ability to apply its rules and principles in a professional
manner.
It is recognized that not all graduates of the School will practice
law. Some will go into government service; some will become judges
and legislators; others will pursue business careers. The course of
instruction has been planned accordingly and is intended to develop

a consciousness of the responsibility of the lawyer to society for
the improvement of the law, both in its substance and in its
administration.

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION
The modifred case method of instruction, followed by the leading
law schools of the country, is employed, This involves a thorough
analysis of selected cases, statutes and other materials and the discussion of legal principles deduced therefrom. The students are thus
introduced to the mâterials they will use in the practice of law and
learn to make distinctions and to reason by analogy. In the second and
third years greater emphasis is placed on the coverage of subject
matter and the problem method is extentively employed.
Every efiort is made to keep the classes as small as possible in
order that students may have the advantage of individuâl âttention
and close personal rel¿tions with their professors. Seventeen members
of the faculty devote their entire time and energies to the work
of the School and are thereby freely available to the students for
consultation and advice in connection with their studies. It is
believed that this is one of the most valuable features of law school
study. In addition to the regular faculty, instruction in certain
fields of law is given by active practitioners and lecturers chosen
for their special fitness for the particular subjects.

PRACTICAL COURSES
Particular effort is made to train the students

in the practical
and procedural side of the law. Thus the students are regularly assigned the drafting of legal instruments in the academic courses
where assignments are especially appropriate, as in the case of trusts
and estates, contracts, corporations, property, among others. This
(classroom) work is supplemented by such "how to do it" courses
as Practice Court, Brief \Øriting and Oral Advocacy, Legal \Øriting, Legal Aid, and by work as student editors of the Southwestern
Law Journal.
Prøctice

Court. The

School maintains a Practice Court under

the direction and control of members

of the faculty. The purpose
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is to give the students an opportunity to coordinare rheir knowledge of procedure and evidence with their knowledge of substantive
lav¡ in the conduct of actually litigated conrroversies. This course
is required.

The third-ye¿r class is divided into groups of two and a case is
to each group, one student representing the plaintiff and
the other the defendant. The student lawyers must investigare the
case, prepare the process and pleadings and carry the case to a final
issue, Interlocutory hearings on motions and demurrers are held
throughout the first semester and the students are required to draw
the proper orders to be entered therein. Final issue on rhe facts is
reached by the end of the Fall semesrer, and the Spring semesrer is
devoted to the actual trials, with the srudenrs selectiãg the jury,
examining the witnesses, preparing instructions and special issues,
and taking all other steps normally taken during a tiial. After a
jury verdict has been rendered, losing counsel prepares a motion for
a nerv trial which is heard as the final step in rhe c¿se. This n'ork
is caried on in an elegantly appointed courtroom specially designed
tor thls Purpose,
assigned

, Brìef Vútìng

ønd OraI Aduocøcy.

In the second

yeâr rhe sru-

dents are divided into groups of four, rv¡o as counsel ior appellant
and two as counsel for appellee. Each group is assigned a caiô based
ypon an actual case transcripr. They prepare appellare briefs in the
form prescribed.by the Tex¿s Rules oÍ Civil Prãcedure. Oral arguments are then held before judges recruited from the Dallas Bar.
Legø|. Vrìting. All second-year srudenrs are required to take a
course in legal writing. Here they study legal sryle, [egal draftsmanship. and actually drafr memoranda and opitriotrs on issigned points

of .law.

4

prrt _of the time is spenr on the preparatiðr, of legal

writings for publications.

!ìd,, In cooperation with the City-County \Øelfare Bo¿rd
th9 Dallas Junior Bar Association, the School bperates a Legal
Aid Clinic under rhe supervision of a Faculty Diråtor. All loõal
câses must be cleared as charity cases by the City-County IØelfare
Board. Cases from our of rhe county come by rãferral fiom other
legal aid clinics. The students inrerview the ciients, preÞare all the
papers and work as assistants to members of the Junior Bar when
the cases teach the stage of litigation. They are rhus able to participate in_-the handling of legal problems and litigation in a iealistic
way. This work is open ro selected third-year itudents just under
the grade.average necessary for law review editorship. For this work
I-eg-øl

a¡{

the School maintains a suite of four ofices in the chìsroom building.

, Sørnmer Progrøm ot' Apþlied

Legal, Trøinìng. Students who satis-.

factorily complete the first two yiars of stuãy may enroll in the
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Summer Program of Applied Legal Training on a credit or noncredit basis. The program extends over the twelve week period
corresponding to the iegular summer semester. Generally, students
are assigned for four wãeks as law clerks to judges or to federal,
stâte or city attorneys, and for eight weeks as law clerks in l¿w
ûrms or corporate legal departments. One afternoon each week the
students convene at the law school to hear lectures by practicing
lawyers and judges on such topics as the fixing of fees, law office
manâgement, negotiation of claims, settlement of litigation, and
legal ethics, A small compensation is paid to student Participants'

SOUTH\øESTERN LAIüø' JOURNAL
The Southwestern Law Journal is a legal periodical published
quarterly by the Southern Methodist University School of Law
and the Southwestern Legal Foundation.
Each issue of the Journal contains leading articles on important
legai matters; comments on topics of current interests; notes on
caies of signiûcance which have been recently decided; and a book
review seciiotr. An annual feature of the Journal is its survey of
the development of the law in the Southwest' The survey covers
all signifiCant decisions handed down by the courts of Louisiana,
New Mexico, Oklahoma, Arhansas and Texas during the preceding

yeú,

The Journal is operated by an Elected Editor-in-Chief, three
Associate Editors, a Business Manager and the Senior Editorial
Board. Candidates for the Board are selected on the basis of scholarship from the second year class. Those candidates who exhibit an
ability to do effective legal research and writing are elected to membership on the Editorial Board and from this group the ofrcers are
selected,

MILITARY LA\ø TRAINING PROGRAM
By arrangement with the United States Department of the Army,
a Judge Advocate General's Corps Reserve School, conducted at
the School of Law, offers professional training in military justice,
military affairs and military procurement and contracts. The pro-

gram is designed to prepare the law student to engage in military-

legal work during his period of active military service or as a member of the Army Reserve. The program of instruction extends over
a three-yeâr period. Completion of the program does not assure
any particular Army rank or grade, but is taken into account in

the silection of law school graduates for commission

in the

Judge

Advocate General's Corps Reserve.
The course is open to all law students who are members

of

a
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Reserve component of o¡re of the military services and who are
designated by military orders to âttend. ,4. law student may be en-

listed in the Army Reserve to qualify for enrollment. Allowance of
Reserve Duty trainin g pay tor attendance by such Reserve personoel
is governed by Army regulations. Other law students may be enrolled in the program upon a voluntary basis upon special euthorization from the School of Law.
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ADMISSION
RECOMMENDED PRE-LEGAL COURSE
School of Law does not prescribe a fixed course of
pre-legal studies, but does examine each application for admission to

General The

determine the appropriateness of courses taken in light of the recommendations made herein. Persons seeking advice concerning prelaw studies should consult Professor Charles \Ø. \Øebster of the
Law Facult¡', who is the University's Pre-Law advisor.
Duratìon ol Pre-Legøl Course. It is recommended that the prelegal student complete the requirements for a bachelor's degree prior
to enrollment in the School of Law. If this be not feasible, it is
recommended that he complete in Southern Methodist University
or in another college or university where the course is offered, the
first three years of a six-year combination course in Law and Arts, or
Law and Business Administration. In event the combination course
is not available in the collcge or university attended, it is recommended that the student arrange his program so thât his college
work embraces courses substantially similar to those included in such
a combination course. In any event the student must complete not
less than 90 semester-hours of credit (see Credit Requirements).
Minim.u.ttt. Søbject Reqairem.ents. So far âs the student is free
to elect courses in his pre-legal studies, he should select those best
suited to equip him to occupy a prominent position in the cultural,
social and business affairs of his community. The obiective should
be a well-roundecl general education. Efrective grasp of English
grammâr, rhetoric and composition is considered indispensable. Experience in debating will prove v¿luable. Students who have learned
to use a typewriter will find this skill helpful. The pre-legal course
should inclucle not less than six (6) semester-hours in each of the

following subjects: English Grammar and Composition; English
Literature; Mathematics; English Flistory; American Histor/i

Philosophy and Ethics; Economics; Political Science or Government;
Accounting; and each of two natural sciences, If a foreign language
is taken it should be Latin.

of

SIX-YEÁR COMBINATION COURSES
Requíremmts. The College of Arts and Sciences and the
Business Administration offer courses

School

of study whereby rhe stu-

dent may eârn the degree of Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Business
Administration, respectively, and the degree of Bachelor of Laws in
six years. The specitc requirements for the degree of Bachelor of
.Arts and of Bachelor of Business Administration under this plan
are fixed by the faculties of the school or college concerned, and are
stated in the bulletins issued by those schools. In general, the plans

Admission
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provide that student shall register for the first three years in the
College of Arts and Sciences or the School of Business Administration, during which time he shall complete the specific course

for the degree sought and shall otherwise comply with
the hour rnd, grade requirements of that college or school. The
student then registers in the School of Law for his fourth year of.
study. Upon the completion of two semesters of l¿w study with a
requirements

s¿tisfactory grade average, the student who otherwise has complied

with the requirements of the College of Arts and Sciences or the
School of Business Administration becomes eligible for the degree
of Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Business Administration. Upon
completing the remaining two years of law study, and satisfying the
requirements of the School of Law, the student becomes eligible for
the degree of Bachelor of Laws.
Electìae Coarses. Election of courses under the six-year combination plan is somewhat restricted. So far as the student is free to
elect courses, he should seek a well-rounded program, incorporating
therein to the greatest extent practicable such of the following
subjects ¿s are not prescribed: English History; American History;
Mathematics; Literature; Economics; Philosophy and Ethics; Political Science or Government; and Accounting. If a foreign language
is tahen it should be Latin. Particular attention should be devoted
to the development of facility and style in the clear and forceful
use

of the English language.

ENTR.A.NCE REQUIREMENTS
[Candidates for admission to the first year class in September 1957 and Íollowing years must take the Law School Admission Test administered by the Educational Testing Service, Princeton, Ncw Jersey, ,{pplication bl¿nks for the test
together with complete details about the âdminstration as well as practice
questions may be obtained by writing to: Law School Admission Test, Educational
Testing Service, 20 Nassau Street, Princeton, New Jersey.]

Admìssì.on by Selectì.oø. Admission to the School of Law is by
selection based upon the academic record of the applicant and other
available data. The School reserves the right to reject any applicant

without statement of

reason.

for admission, an applicant must have been granted a bachelor's degree from an accredited
college or university, or must have completed not less than ninety
Credìt Requ.ìrernents, To be considered

(90) semester-hours of credit toward a bachelor's degree, earned in
residence in an acciedited college or university. Credit earned by
correspondence is not acceptable in the ninety semester-hour minimum requirement.
Course Reqaìrements. The ninety (90) hour minimum requirement stated above shall be exclusive of credits earned in non-theory
courses in military science, physical education, hygiene, domestic

Z'
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arts, vocal and instrumental music, teaching methods and techniques, shop work, vocarional agriculture, flight training, stenography, salesmanship, dramatics, advertising, or other courses without substantive content appropriate to the study of law; except that
required courses in military science and physical education may be
included. Courses in Business Law and related 6elds are nor considered desirable pre-legal study.
Grade Requirel?tents, Tte applicanr musr have a weighted average of not less than C in all work of college grade attempted and
in which a g¡rade, either passing or failing, has been recorded, excepr

that courses for which pre-legal credit is not allowed, as srared in
the subparagraph next preceding, are nor included in computing

the average. \Øhere courses h¿ve been repeated, both gradìs
included

in the computarion,
of Admissìon. Beginning

arã

Døtes
srudents will be admitted in the
Fall Semester only,
Aþþlicatìoø for Admhsìon. Applioation for admission should be
m¿de well in advance of rhe date of inrcnded enrollment. Application must be in writing, preferably on forms supplied by the Sihool
o_! Law. The application musr be supported 6y tranicripts from
all colleges attended by the applicanr. A person filing an application

in his pre-legal stuãies should-tle tianscripts
showing the pre-legal work- completed to date, and the courses in
which he is enrolled at rhe date of application.
while still enrolled

Rs¡olrrssroN or Fon*rBn SruopNrs
Students who withdraw from the School of Law while in good
standing will be readmitted subject to the following limitations.
Students who withdraw before complering their first semesrer or

term of law study may apply for readmission in the Fall Semesrer
only. Students who completed one semester or term may apply for
readmission at the beginning of the Spring Semesrer only. Siudents
who completed two or more semesters or terms prior to withdrawal
may apply for readmission ar rhe beginning of either semester or a
summer session.

for readmission wirhin the following periods
be readmitted without reexaminarion of their entranðe credentials: Those who withdrew before earning twelve semesrer-hours
credit, within twenty-four calendar monrhs from the date of with4rawal; those who withdreq¡ after earning twelve or more semesterhours credit, within forty-eight calendai months from rhe date of
withdrawal. In computing these periods there will nor be included
any petiod or periods in which the student v/as on âcrive dury r¡irh
Students who apply

will

9f the armed

services

of the United

Srares,

or

p.iiod itt

"lI the student was licensed and engaged in the practiðe
"oy of lew
which
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in this or ânother state. Students v¡ho apply for readmission after
the expiration of the periods stated will be required to comply with
the requirements for admission and graduation in effect at the date
of

readmission.

Aov¡ssrox to AovrNcBo St¡rNorNc
Eligible. A student who has completed successfully a part
of the law course in another law school (which v/as at the time of
Persotts

of the Association of American Law Schools,
or approved by the Council on Legal Educ¿tion of the American
Bar Association) may apply for admission with advanced standing.
The student must also have met the admission requirements of this
law school at the time he began the study of law. Students who
have been excluded from or are on probation at another law school
such study a member

are ineligible.

Døtes ol Admission. Transfer students who have completed two
or more terms of work in another law school may be admitted in the
summer session or in either semester of the long session. An applicant who hes completed only one term elsewhere should submit a
list of law courses taken and inquire concerning possible dates of
admission.

Aþþl'icøtioø, Application for admission with advanced standing
must be made in writing. It must be supported by transcripts (in
duplicate) from all colleges ¿nd law schools previously attended.
Good standing in the law school last attended may be established by
letter from the Dean of that school, either filed with the application
or submitted at the time of enrollment in this school.
Atluanceìl Creàìt. Advanced credir for work completed in another
law school will be determined by the Dean of the School of Law.
Advanced credit will not be granted for a course completed in
another law school with a grade below C or its equivalent.
Miøìø.am Resitlence Reqairemmt

A student admitted with

advanced standing may not qualify for a degree from the School of
Law until he shall have completed satisfactorily at least two semesters' study in the Day Division or three semesters' study in the
Evening Division of the School of Law.
ApvrrssroN To GRADUATE CouRsEs
for admission to graduate courses are set out

The requirements
on page 34 inf.ra.

Auorrons
Members of the State Bar of Texas or graduâtes of an approved
law school may be enrolled as Auditors in specific courses. Auditors
take no examination and receive no credit for work taken.
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TUITION AND

FEES".

DAY DIVISION
Tu.ition. Tuition fees are computed ât the rate of $25 for each
semester-hour of work taken, with a maximum charge in the Day
Division
summer

of

g250 per semester

of 16 weeks, and

$168.75 f.or

a

session.

Student Sert,ices Fee, All regular students in the University taking full work pay a Student Services Fee of í37'10 each semester
which provides for the expense of the following activities and
services:

All

activities sponsored by the Students' Association.
Admission to all athletic games and contesf,s played on the campus by teams representing the University.

Intramural Activities.
Subscription rc Tbe SMU Cømþus, student semi-weekly newsPaPer.

Admission

to lectures, programs and theatrical performances by

University organizations.

A copy of the Rotønd.ø, the University
before October I of the year of issue.

yearbook,

if

claimed

Participation in the activities and programs of the Umphrey
Student Center.
Orientation âctivities.
Cost

Lee

of registration.

Health Service privileges.
Services of the following:
The Employment and Placement Office.

The Psychological Services Center (including the

Reading
Service Division, the Speech and Hearing Clinic, and the division of Testing, Counseling and Guidance).

In addition, each law student is assessed $ I per semester and
75 cents per summer session ro be used in the interest of the Student
Bar Association. A locker fee of gl per semester and 7J cenrs per
summer session is collected at the time of registration. The funds
frorn these fees become a part of the Student Loan Fund.
Lìbrøry Deþosìt. All students make a library deposit of g5 at the
beginning of the school year. It is returned to rhe studenr at the
end of the year less any deductions for damages or fines, if claimed
by June 30.
*Âll

rates arc subject to change at the beginning

of any

semester,
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Pøyment of Accøunts. The tuition and other fees of non-vererans
are payable ât the beginning of e¿ch semester, but arrangements
may be made with the Cashier of the University to pay in instalments for a small carrying charge. The Vererans' Administration
is billed for the tuition, fees, and books of eligible vererans, excepr
Korean v€terans, except the library deposit, which is made by the
student. A charge of gl is mad. ior l"t" i"y-.rrt of accounts or

for late registrations.

Refuøi. of Tuitìoø Fees. If a srudent should matriculate in the
of Law and, for a good reâson, be unable ro attend classes,
all of his fees excepr $25.00 will be refunded. If a student matriculates but leaves the university within the first three weeks after the
first day of registration of a semester or summer session, one-half of
his tuition and fees will be refunded. After the third week no refunds are allowed. Refunds are allowed only upon honor¿ble dismissal by the Dean of the School of Law, ,rrd *.rrt be appliecl for
at the date of withdrawal.
S_*"_"!

EVENING DIVISION

Tu.ition. Tuition is computed âr rhe rare of g2j for each semes_
ter-hour of work taken, with a maximum charge in the Evening
Division.of $182.i0 per semesrer of 16 weeks,
Srzi fo,

mer

","ä

sessron.

Stødent

Fee. All

reg_ular studenrs

will

","ãl

be required ro pay a sru_

dent fee of. g12.75 .r."h ,.*.rr.r. ¡ ,*a*i who is nor earnins
residence credit will pay a g5 registration fee. In addition, .r"h
ilv?

student rs requrred to pay. $l per semester and 75 cents per summer
session to be used in the interãst of the student Bar Association.
A
locker fee of- $1 per semester and 7j cents per summer session is
collected ar rhc time of registration, The funds from these fees become ¿ part of the Student Loan Fund,
Tbe Librøy Deþosit is the same as in the Day Division.
P.øy1tmt of Accounts. Tuition and other fees are payable
at the
,Degrnnmg
ot each semester or summer session. students in the
E.v91i1S Division

may arrange, without penalty, ro pay one-thirå
of registrarion, one-third during the fourtl
week of insrru-crion, and one--third during tÀe eighth ï;.k;il;_
struction. A charge of g5 is made for lãte payrient of accounrs
or

nnerr tees ât the time

or ror late regrstration.

of Taitìon Fees. ff a student should matriculate in the
^ F Íy"4
S.:hryl
of
and, for gjod reeson, ¡"
-Law
""Jteto
all of his fees excepr $zo "will be refunáed. If
"lrrr.r,
a student"r-r.i¿
*"*i""r.r.,
but leaves the university within the trst four weeks after the trsr
day oÍ registration of a semesrer or summer session, i*o-rrt¡i¿,

ãi

t
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his tuition ¿nd fees will be refunded. If he withdraws in the fifth
to eighth week inclusive, one-third of his tuition and fees will be
refunded. After the eighth week no refunds are allowed. Refunds
¿re allov¡ed only upon lionorable dismissal by the Dean of the School
of Law and must be applied for at the date of withdrawal.

Gnapu¡r¿ Counsrs
The fees for graduate collrses âre set forth on page 35 infra.
Auotrons
Members of the State Bar of Texas or graduates of an approved
law school taking courses without examination or credit will be
charged a fee of l+o per course, without reference to the number
of semester-hours involved. This fee is payable in advance and is
not refundabie. Undergraduates are not permitted to audit courses.

AIDS AND A\øARDS TO STUDENTS
SCHOLARSHIPS

Lrw Scsoor. Scrro¡-ensnrps. The scholarships

listed below

are

in the School of Law v¡ho maint¿in a superior
record in their law school work and who are in need of ûnancial
assistance. Preference is given to applicants who hold the A.B. or
available to students

¿ similar degree.

The Rl:eø Mentoriøl Scholarshiþ, established by friends of the late

\ø. A. Rhea, first member of the faculty of the School
of Law. A principal contributor to the fund was Mr. Lee J. Taylor
of the Dallas Bar. Stipend varies according to need and funds

Professor

available.

Tbe Coke End.owed. Scholørship, established by a

from Mr. and Mrs.

Rosser

gift of

$t,000

J. Coke of Dallas. Stipend $200 or more

depending on funds available.

The DøIIøs Løtayers' Viaes Club Endou.,ed Scbolørsbi|t, established

by a substantial gift from the club. Funds are still being added to
the principal and for the present no awards are being made.
The Gold.en Scbolørsbip, established by Hawkins \Ø. Golden, Class
of. 1930, for the purpose of aiding needy and deserving students.
Funds are still being added to the principal and for the present no
awards are being made,

Tbe Alum.nì Scbolørsbíþ, established by the Southern Methodist
University Law Association, composed of ex-students of the School.
The annual stipend is g500 and the scholarship is normally ¿warded
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to ¿ senior student who has made an outstanding record in his trst
two years.
Nationøl Lau Scholørshiþs. A substantial number of National
Law Scholarships are available each year to select graduates of accredited colleges who have been accepted in the ûrst year class.
Awards ¿re made on a competitive b¿sis with weight being given
to scholastic records, character and apparent promise for success

in the law. Each scholarship carries a stipend of $500 to cover full
tuition for the academic year. Scholarships will be continued in the
First Summer Session and in the Second ¿nd Third Ye¿rs for those
grântees who maintain a distinguished record in the preceding year.
Íhe maximum value of each scholarship for the three-year period
is g1,668. Applications may be filed at any time during the final
year of college work, but must be received by June 1.
Otber Scbolørsbìp Awørds ¿re made by the Scholarship Committee

of the School of Law from funds included in the annual budget in
varying amounts depending upon need and funds available.

Inquiry concerning any of the scholarships listed above should
be adãreised to Chaiiman Scholarship Committee, School of Law.

Grrvenlr Scrror,ensHrps. Students in the School of Law who
do not hold the A.B. or other bachelor's degree are eligible for
scholarships administered by the University Committee on Scholarships. These include the following:

Uøìuersity Scboløsbìps, which are awarded automatically to the
highest ranking students in the various schools of the University.
Ir estimating iank the Committee considers the entire University
record of tñe applicant. Holders of University ScholarshiP! are
granted part or full tuition (up to $250 per semester) in accordence
with their need and the funds available.
Und.ngrad.øøte Scbol'arshiþs, which are awarded, if funds permit
after the needs of University Scholars are met' to students who have
completed one yeâr in Southern Methodist University with a satisf.actory schol¿stic record and who h¿ve a definite need for aid.

Though preference is given to the student having the highest
scholastic ranking, the Committee's policy is to help as many deserving students as its resources

will allow.

LøYerne Noyes Schol,ørsbips, ñve or more in number, are available
each year to students who are citizens of the United States and
either were engaged in and honorably discharged from the military
service of the United States in \Øorld \Øar I or are descended by
blood from one who so served. These schol¿rships have a value up
to $250 per semester. They were established by the estate of the late
LaVerne Noyes of Chicago, Illinois, i¡ 7937.

zF
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_ Correspondence concerning the University, Undergraduaæ, and
LaVerne Noyes Scholarships should be addressed to the Director of
Scholarships, Sourhern Meìhodisr University.
RsculaloNs. All

scholarships are credited tow¿rd rhe srudenr,s

tuition charges and fees. Holders of scholarships are required to cooperate in the observance and enforcemenr õf Univeisiry regula-

tions and are expected to devote their full time to their college
studies. Permission €o €ngage in outside employment during rhe
school year musr be obtainãd in advance. Schoiarship holdeis are
required to maintain the academic record necessrry {.or conrinuance
in good ltan-ding in the School of Law. No one mãy hold more rhan
one scholarship at a time.

TUITION Á,\øARDS
Students in rhe School of Law are eligible for the following
awards,

l¡[asic Tuition Atuards, twenty

in

number, open ro compere¡rr

musicians who serve as members of the University-Band. Valuj $ toO
per semester. ,{,pplication should be madè to the Direcror of the
Band or to the Dean of the School of Music.

Atbletic Taìtion Autørils, rwenry in number, avail¿ble ro ourstanding students who represent the University in various sports.
Value 9250 per semesrer. Applications should be made to the Director of Athletics of the University.
.Minhtef s Fømitry Tuìtion Aruards, given to the wife or minor
children of a minisrer oÍ gny denominatiãn engaged in active pastoral
work, and to minor children of superannurted o" deceased rninisters.
Value 9145.50 per semesrer. Applications should be made ro rhe
Director of Scholarships of the University.

RrcurauoNs. Tuition awards are credited toward the payment
of the studenr's tuirion and fees. Holders of these awards' ír" t"quired,to maintain the academic average ¡recessâry for conrinuance
T Sood standing in the school attended. They are iequired ro regisrer
for a normal student load. Each srudenr holding a tuition iward
(except
-wives and minor children of ministers) ii required to do a
reasonable amounr

of work for the University (oight hours per week
proporrionare
Ior less tîran full

for full tuition and a
tuition).

"*outtì

LOÁ.NS

Loans are available to deserving students in any school of the
University who are in need of tnancial assistancj and who have
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equal to the minimum avetage required for
a scholastic average
-partiãular
school. They are made ordinarily,onl¡
graduation in the
for tuition and feìs, but loans from the \Øilliam \Øall¿ce T¿xis
and the Blanche M. Taxis funds are available for personal necessities. Students needing loans may obtain application blanks from the
Dean of Students.
The Law School maintains a separate loan fund from which loans
¿re made to students in their seðond or third year. Such loans are
usually limited to amounts needed for tuition.
PRIZES

Mr. J. \Øoodall

Rodgers

of the Dallas Bar has established a

prize to be awarded annually to the member of the graduating
èlass who has maintained the highest over-all average for the
three years. The prize is a handsome gold medal.
The Dallas Lawyers'\Øives Club makes a cash award of $100 to
the student in the'second year class attaining the highest scholastic
aYetage.

The law

trm of Carrington, Gowan, Johnson, Bromberg and

Leeds presents a gold watch-to the outstanding student

in the 6rst

year class.

The Bureau of National Affairs awards a year's subscription to
United States Law \Øeek to the graduating senior v¡ho has shown
the greatest improvement in scholarship in his third year.
The Vernon Law Book Company presents annually a set of
Vernon's Annotated Texas Statutes to the student editor of the
Southwestern Law Journal who makes the outstanding contribution
to the Journal, both quality and quantity considered.
The firm of Thompson, Knight, \lrright and Simmons gives each
of g100 to the student editor who writes the best
original comment published in the Law Journal.
year a cash av/ard

The firm of Turner, Atwood, \Øhite, Mclane and Francis gives

each year a cash aw¿rd of $tOO to the student editor who prepares
the best contribution to the Survey Issue of the Journal.

The Lawyers Title Insurance Company gives each year a

cash

g100 and a certificate to a graduating senior "for excellence in the law of. real property." The avrard is based on the highest
award

of

weighted avetage f.or 12

or 14 hours in the following courses:

Property I and II, Land Titles, Family Law and Community Property
and Property Security.
The firm of Ray ¿nd Hammonds gives each year a cash award
of $loo to the member of the class in Taxation who prepares the

arr*-
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to be approved by rhe professor of

Tl. firT of Kilgore and Kilgore givcs each year a cash award of
of rhe crãss in"oir and Gas who Þrepares the
besr original pâper on a subjcct ,. l. ,ppiår.ãïy'rh.
[."tf.;;;r";;
^to the member
9100

that course.

The firm
cash award

of Butler, Binion, Rice and Cook gives each vear e
of groo to the mámb.r or rr,.ìl"rr i" i"rïä"i"inå

t.,pli"r;J;y';ï;

best original paper on a subject to
B::?i:::-r!:
l'rotessor of that course.
- The American sociery of composers, Authors and publishers con-

ducrs each.year the ñathan

S".Lr.'M-;åii"t Co_p.tltiorr- iir.
writer of the best paper submitted by ,rrrã.rr, in thä
Law School
"
_ol_r9-g subject dealing wirh Copyright Law is awarded or¡"i-ä
$150. A prize of g50 is given fó. rhL second b.;r;rp*.-ffil;
^

is enrered in the national competitio., *h"i. ;;
"*;;d ;i
.r.ry,
The ûrm of Burford, Ryburn, Hincks and Ford presenrs
-i;;_;a
p gra ved .sterlingiilver' plr.t;l; a s terlin g rií;;;
lr11{sor,netrto
paper

$500 is made for the outstandirg

the Lâw School winning the Regional Moot Court"
Competirion
it is held at tï.,e So.rthí,esr.ri i.grf C*r.r. firå
of the three student attorneys representing the winning school
"rÅä
are
each-year that

engraved on the plaque.

The Arthur A. Everts Trophy is awarded each year during
'iØeek to the winning^ câurrrel in the Senior'Class CluË

T,awyers

Argument.

The Vernon Law Book Company donares to each

winners in the Senior Case Club'A.irr-"rr,
"tol".
1nd \ay, Texas Law of Evidence;"frr"Li," i."r,
Procedure, or some oeher publication,

ãf

of rhe three

R;l.;-;i-õ;i
'lö;;i"k

ifhe Dallas firm

of _\Øynne ancl \Øynne has presented to the
,
School of Law a beauriful
bronr" plrq.rJ l"-.lrl"lrï-i;;;;ib.d .""h
)'ear rhe name of the student who ¡ ih. *or, o.rtsranding il M;;
Court.Competition. The firm also makes
,-r.J ;? lì0ô-;;
the winning student.
"-.rrt,
_Mr. Russel M. Baker of the Dallas Bar has presenred to the School

of Law a beauriful bronze plaque on ;dh'ir inscribed cach
vcar
names of the memb..r àl itt" *i""nf^i""*'ìî^1"n"
eìirr'*ili
-the

Moot Courr Competition.
The Bancroft-\Øhitney Company awards

each year

to the ex_

service man srudenr making rh. t,igþrt
_three_year average a set of
Jones, Commentaries on the La* oíE"id."." (ø lrot.rrrr.if.

Bound reprints

of

selected ropics

are presenred by the publishers

from American Jurisprudence

toìhe studenr writing ,fi" U.J,

."i-i_

-f.-
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nation paper in each of the following courses: Administrative Law,

Agency, Beilments (Personal Property), Bankruptcy (Creditors
Rights), Bills and Notes, Corporâtions, Conflict of Laws, Constitutional Law, Contracts, Equity, Evidence, Insurance, Labor Law,
Mortgages (Security), Pleading (Procedure II), Taxation and
Trusts.

l

Law students ¿re also eligible to compete for the R. E. L. Saner
in Oratory, a gold watch offered annually in a contest begun
'A.ward
by the late R. E. L. Saner, LL.D., of Dallas.

THE STUDENT \THO EARNS HIS \øAY
The faculty believes the working student should be given a trainas thorough as that afforded to others. The regular cuniculum
is arranged and the work assigned on the assumption that students
will give substantially all their time to work in the School. Consequently only the exceptional student reasonably may expect to
complete the work required for the degree in the three-year period,
if he is compelled to devote a part of his time to employment for
self-support. Experience shows that the student of average ability
who attempts to carry the full legal curriculum and tlarge âmount
of outside employment únds the burden too heavy, with consequent
injury to health or to the thoroughness of his professional preparation. The faculty requires that a student who must devote more
than a slight portion of his dme to outside employment frame his
program of law studies so thât he shall complete the course in law
in four or more years rather than in three. The curriculum is arranged so that such a plan may be carried out.
Students who are required to be substantially or wholly self-supporting while in law school are advised to enroll in the Evening
Division.

ing

HEALTH SERVICE PRTVILEGES
The University provides a limited heelth service. All srudents
living in the University dormitories or enrolled for regular work in
the University
endded to the following health services: a
^re and smallpox veccinetion by the University
health examination
physicians, an unlimited number of consultations vcith the University physicians during ofice hours ¿t their Health Center ofÊces,
and conferences and treâtments by the nurses at such other dmes as
may be designated. These privileges are extended to all ambulatory
students irrespective of residence. Students living in the University
dormitories, or taking all meals in University dormitories, are also
entitled to hospitalization in the Health Center with nurse and doc-

tor in charge. All students living in private homes

assigned

to them
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by the University may obtain hospitalization service for $4.00 per
day as far as available space will permit. Other eligible students
may obtain the same care f.or $5.00 per day.
A maximum of seven days hospitalization without cost will be
allowed to students in case of serious illness during each semester
of the long session of the University and four days for each six
weeks of tle summer session. A charge of $+.oo per day will be
made to students who must remain in the hospital beyond the above
mentioned periods of time.

Every student âttending the University must have a physical
examination by a University physician.
Physical examinations will be given

at the

beginning

of

each

semester or summer session.

LIVING ACCOMMODATIONS
The Lawyers Inn provides residence accommodations for 75 unmarried law students in single and double suites. Rates per semester
are SL2J per man in a double room; $150 per man in a single room.
Preference in the choice of rooms is given to graduates, third-year,
second-year and ûrst-year students, in that order. Applications for
residence must be made on the form provided by the Lawyers Inn
and must be accompanied by a deposit of $zl. Approval of application is not given until the applicant is accepted for admission to
the Law School. Applications for the academic year 1956-1952 will
not be accepted before March 7, 1956. A bulletin describing the
Lawyers Inn may be obtained by writing The Director, Lawyers
Inn, Southern Methodist University.
Rooms for women are available in the several dormitories at
g I 2 5 per semester, * Inquiries concerning living accommodations
for married students should be addressed to the Director of Men's
Flousing, Atkins Hall, Southern Methodist University, who maintains a list of acceptable accommodations.
All students living in dormitories are required to take their
meals there. Cost of meals is 9200 per semester.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS AND ACTIVITIES
The S. M. U. Stødent Bør Assocìøtion, composed of all students
h¿s as its general purpose the promotion of the
interests of the student body. The Association conducts bi-monthly
forums at which leaders in public and professional life discuss topics
of current interest; it also sponsors each semester a social function

in the School,

intended to encourage student acquaintance.
*All

rates are subject to change at the beginning

of any semester,
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Tbe Ordcr ol tbe Voolsøch. is a local scholastic honor sociery ro
which not more than the highest ten per cent of each graduating
class may be elected by vote of the faculty.
Tbe Børristers, a general service organization of tfreen law sru-

dents elected on the basis of scholarship and leadership, has as its
purpose to undertake various projecrs for rhe benefit of the law
students and the School.

The Ad.uocøt¿s is an organization composed
siding in the Lawyers Inn.

It

of all srudents

re-

holds dinner meetings to which promi-

for addresses on interesting
also maintains an âcrive inreresr in the social welfare

nent lawyers and judges are invited
legal topics,

It

of all residents.

Tbe Seøìor Cøse CIab is composed of six third-year law srudenrs
selected each yerr by the f.aculty on rhe basis of scholastic achievement and effectiveness in oral presentation to serve as counsel in a
moot case argued on Lawyers' Day. The case is heard and decided,
on the basis of printed briefs and oral argument, by the Supreme
Court of Texas, invited to the University annually for the occasion.

The Regìonøl Moot Coørt Comþetítion is held each November.
Law Schools from Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Arkansas and New
Mexico are eligible ro compete. Prominent lawyers and judges serve
as judg-es in the preliminary and final rounds. The threé refresentatives of this law school are chosen in a series of Moot Court arguments held in Ocrober. This competition is a part of the Natioìral
Moot Court Competition sponsored by the Association of the Bar of
the City of New York. The winneri of the Regional Competition
go to the tnals in New York City.
Chapters of two national legal fraternities have been established

at the School-the John Hemphill

Senate

of Delra Thet¿ phi

and

the Roger- B-rooke Taney Chaprer of Pi Alpha Delta. Alpha psi
Chapter of the Kappa Beta Pi International Legal Sorority ii active

for the benefit of women

students.

PLACEMENT OF GRADUATES

. The School of Law, recognizing its obligation to aid its graduates
in securing legal positions, has established a Placement Office, with
a member of the faculty serving as Director, This ofice contacrs
potential employers and directs graduates rov¡ard suitable job
opportunities.

without

Its

services are available

expense and

to

graduates

at all

times

they are urged to register with the Director.

-7-
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THE UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM

1956-1.957

For the year 1956-7957 the faculty proposes to offer the courses
listed below with the Arabic numeral opposite each course indicating
the number of semester-hours of credie Every effort will be made
to adhere to this program, but intervening circumstances may
necessitate minor changes. Persons interested in particular courses
should inquire abour them shortly before rhe beginning
semester or session for which they are announced.

of

the

DAY DIVISION
SUMMER SESSION 1956
Co¡.tpuLsony

Commercial

ron SruonNrs

1,)Ørro

Transactions

Flavl Corupurro rrrE Frnst Y¡¡n

4

Land Titles

2

Family Law and Community
Property

3

l]OR ÁLL OT¡ILìR
Free Enterprise and Economic

2

Organization

STUDENTS

Municipal Corporations

----,----------- z

Restitution

2

FALL AND SPRING SEMESTERS 19'6-19:)7
FIRST YEÁ.R

(All
Føll

courses required)

Semester

Sþrhg

Contracts I
Crimes

Legal History
Property I

&

Philqsophy

-----..,-.

Torts I

Contracts

3

Equity

3

Legislation

3

Property

1

To¡ts II
Use

SECOND

(All
Business Associations

|

courses

------------------- z

Srief \{riting & Oral Advocacy
o,r Legal \Øriting -- ,------------------- I

3

2
2

II

4

required)
Business .¿\ssociations

or Legal TØriting

4

Procedure

Taxation
Vills and Estates

(All

II

II

-----,,.----------------

courses electrve excepf L,egal Profession and Practice

Abst¡acts

Administrative Law ------.--,---.------Criminal Law Administr¿tion ,-- - Evidence
Federal Courts
Insurance
International Law
Property Security

I
1

3

2

4

)

2

Court

I

and

II)

Practice Court II
Conflict of Laws
Creditors Rights
Estate Planning
Labor Law

I
3
3

& Practice ------,,

2
2

)

I
4

t
,
THIRD YE¡.R
I

---,-,---------- 4

Brief lVriting & Oral Advocacy

2

P¡¿ctice Court

I

YEAR

Constitutional Law

I

3

of Law Books

Legal Accounting
Procedure
Trusts

Semester

II

3

Regulation of Business --------.
'Wãrkmen's Co-p*rrtiot

-----,--------

2

)
3

3

I
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EVENING DIVISION
i

Cor'¿pursonv
Equity

SUMMER SESSION 19'6
ron STunpxrs \Ør¡o H¡v¡ Corrrpr-¡l¡:o r¡m Frnsr Y¡¡n
Constitutional Law
2
Legal Accounting (optional) --------

I

4

2

Coupu¡.sony ron StuorNts lV¡¡o H,rvn Coup¡-nrr:n Two Yr:lns
Trusts

Farnily Law and Community

3

Property
FOR .ALL OTHER STUDENTS

2

& Oral ,4.dvocacy---- I

Brief

Legal Vriting
P¡tent Law

1

1

FALL AND SPRING SEMESTERS 19'6.19'7
FIRST YE.A,R
(,4,11 courses required)

Føll

Contracts I

Legal History

Torts I

Seøester

Sþrin.gSenrester

& Philosophy ----------

II

4

Contracts

a

Crimes
Legislation

2

Torts

3

3

z

t

II

SECOND YEÂR

t
:11 ::ï*'
Transactions
4
I
3

Business Associations

Commercial

Property

THIRD YEAR
Procedure

Legal tù(iriting

Use

Property

I

II

Bricf Vriting & Oral Âdvocacy---Courses)

Practice Court

II
COURSES

6-1957

2

Damages

---------------- 4
4

THIRD ÂND FOURTH YEAR ÄLTERNATING
195

rr

II

Procedure

FOURTH YEAR (Required
Practice Court

.{,ssociations
Books

of Law

(Required Courses)

3
I

I

';î;:],

Property Security
2
Taxation
4
'!Ùfills and Estates
2
tVorkmen's Compensation -------------- 1

Administrative L¿w
Evidence

Legal Profession (Required)
Estâte Planning

&

Practice

t917 -t958
2
Abstrects

Criminal Law Administration ,------Insurance
Federal Courts
I

I,

Land Titles
Oil and Gas

2

2
2
3

--------

-.. ----

1

Conflict of L¿ws
Creditors Rights
Labor Law
Regulation

-

of

3

-----,------

Business

a

2
2

l
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THE GRADUATE PROGRAM
The program of graduate instruction is designed ro accomplish rhe
following objectives: (l) afford intensive training on rhe graduate
level in the fields of law which have become highly specialized in
modern urban practice, especially in the southwestern region; (2)
broaden and deepen the student's understanding of the philosophy

of law and of the administrarion of justice; (3) encourage research and creative wriring in the law and related fields;
(4) offer specialized insrruction ro pracricing lawyers as a part
of the plan for continuing education of the Bãr. The primary aim
will be preparation for more producrive careers in the private prâcand history

tice of law and in the public service.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION
CaNoro¡rrs roR Dscnees

for admission to candidacy for a degree musr
of an approved American Law School ané also hold

Each applicant
be: a graduate

a college degree from an accredited college or university; or a graduate of a foreign law school of standing comparable ro rhose approved

by the Council on Legal Education of the American Bar Áisoci¿tion, by the fnter-American Bar Associarion or by other appropri¿te

agencies,

APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION
Grad¡.rate srudenrs will be aclmitted at the beginning of any
sem€ster. No special form of application is required. A letter of
application for admission ro graduare study shoìld be senr to rhe
Chairman of the Committee on Graduate Stndi.r, School of L¿w,
Southern Methodist lJniversity, and should be accompanied by
transcripts of the applicant's college and l¿w school recoids and an
unmounted photograph. No application fee is required.
DEGREES

Graduate srudents will seiecr rheir programs of study afrer consultation with the Chairman of the Cómmittee on Gradlare Stuclies.
_ Master of Laus (LL.M.) To receive rhe degree of Master of
Laws the candidate must meet the following requiremenrs:

(1) Residence in the School of Law for nor less rhan rwo semesif a full-dme studenr, and not less than four semesters if a part-

ters

¡ime student.

(2)
nake

of a sufficient number of graduate cours€s ro
total of at least twelve semester-hours, with a minimum

Completion

¿r

I.

The Graduate

\

t
I
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grade of 80 on each course. Undergraduate courses may be taken
where approved by the Committee on Graduate Studies, but in no
event -iil they be counted for more than two hours toward the
total requirement of twelve.
(3) Completion of at least two courses (four semester-hours) in
the cultural telds, such as Law in Society or Incernational Law.
These courses are counted toward the twelve-hour requirement.
(4) Preparation of a dissertation, written under the direction
of a professor. This dissertation must be approved by both the
Professor and the Committee on Gr¿duate Studies, and be in publishable form. It must be submitted at leâst 60 days before the da¡e
on which degrees are awarded.
(5) All requirements mtrst be completed within a period of three
years from the date of initial registration as a graduate student.
Since one of the primary aims of the graduate Program is to
foster research and encourage creative writing, it is contemplated
that the six courses (twelve semester-hours) will require only approximately half of the student's time, and that the other half v¡ill
be devoted to the dissertation. In line with this, candidates for
degrees will not be permitted to register for more than three courses
in one semester if full-time and for not more than two courses if
part-time. Enrollment in each graduate course s'ill be limited to

fifteen students.
Master of Løws ìn Oìl ønd Gøs Løut (tL.M.) The requirements
for this degree are the same as those for the Master of Laws, except
that the c¿ndidate must complete at least two graduate courses
in the field of Oil and Gas Law and write his dissertation in the
field.
Møster

Løuts ì.ø Tøxdtìon (LL'M.) The requirements for this
t"*. as those for the Master of Laws excePt that-the
must complete at least two Sraduate courses in the field

ol

degree are ihe

""idid"t.
Taxation and write his dissertation in th¿t field.
of
Møster of Løuts iø Cornþarøtiae Løut (LL.M.) The requirements
for this degree include the completion of ts¡enty-six semester-hours
of graduate instruction, distributed as follows: Comparative Law,
twenty hours; International Law, four hours; Jurisprudence, two
hours. ,4. dissertation is not required. Students enrolled in this program must have a reading knowledge of the Spanish language.
FEES

I

The fee for graduate courses is $42 for each semester-hour of

work taken, with a maximum charge of gzro per semester' Auditors
are not ¿dmitted to graduate courses. Other fees are the same as
thosc listed

for undergraduate students.

Y
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FELLO\TSHIPS

Two graduate fellowships have been established. One is open ro
candidates for the LL.M. in Taxation and one to candidatis for
the LL.M. in Oil and Gas Law. The stipend of each fellowship is
$1,500. Each holder of a fellowship will be required to pay full
tuition and fees. In addition to the fellowships, a number oi tuition
Srants âre available to candidates for the LL,M. degree who present
good scholastic records. Applications should be ìirected to the
Chairman of the Committee-ón Scholarships.

LA\ø INSTITUTE OF THE Á.MERICAS
The Law Institute of the Americas w¿s est¿blished in l9i2 to
promote good will and improve relations among the peoples of the
Americas through the study of the comparariv; hwi institutions,
and.governments of . the American Repu6lics, and to train lawyers
in the handling of legal matters perr;ining ro rhe narions of 'the
\trestern Hemisphere.

From ûfteen ro rwenry fellowships are aq¡arded each year to
of approved law schools in North, Central, oi Sourh
Âmerica- Applicants are required to h¿ve rwo years of experience
in practice or reeching, or rhe equivalent. The LL.M. in Compar"tive Law is conferred upon rhoae who satisfactorily complete the
one-year course of insrrucrion. Applications for feliowships should
be sent to the Director, Law Instiiute of the Americas.
graduates

In the first four classes of The Law Institute the following

countries-hav-e been represented: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada]
Clile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Ecuador, Guatemala, Éorrd,rr"r,
Mexico, Nicaragua, Peru, lJruguay, the United States, aná Venezuela.

The courses of instrucrion

Íor 1956-l9jZ

are listed on page 3g.

ACADEMY OF AMERICAN LA\T
The Academy

of

American Law was established

in 195j.

Its

primary. purpose is to provid-e comprehensive program of study
.a
in the theory and praciice of Americãn
political'anã hgal institu'tions and the American legal system to I select group"of foreign
lawyers, judges, prorecutori and professors who häv. ïot ,.ceirrid
training in Anglo-American
particularly those whose gov_
_law
ernments have manifesred a desire -to include certain American iegal
principles in the framework of their legal sysrems.
Fifteen fellowships a¡e available each year. The stipend is suffi.
cient to cover tuition, fees, books, roo- .rrd
-e"ls and to provide a

VIEWS OF THE LA\A/' QUADRANGLE
TUg SCHOOL OF LA\ø is housecl in

t

three air-conditioned buildings,
recently constructed with funds secured largely through the efforts of the
Southwestern Legal Foundation, Storey Hall houses the law library, administrâtive and facultl' offices of the law school and offices of the Foundation.
It has three reading rooms, a large auditorium, lounge, stuclent locker room
and several graduate seminar rooms. The Lawyers Inn provicles living quarters
and dining facilities for seventy-five law students. Florence Hall contains the
law school classrooms, prâcticc courtroom, legal aid clinic, stucly rooms and
rooms for student activities.

Practice Court in.

session in.

Maco Stcwa.rt Mcm,ori.al Co'¿trtroont in. t'lorcncc Hall

The Law Quadrangle

Mai.n reøding room ot' tbe Lìbrøry.

-

Slorey Høll, Ief t;

t;

Lawyers

Inn, centcr; øntl Florcnce LIall, rigl.tt

w'

.#'-*
-/¿F"

w

\
lt

t

A þartial t,itu, oÍ thc First Ycar La'w

Class

Lrmcb in.
Dining Roonc
of Løwycrs lnn,

lnf ortnal dis cu.s sì.on
in the Lounge
of Løwyers Inn.
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monthly allowance for incidentals. The degree of Master of Laws
is conferred upon those who satisfactorily complete the one-yeâr
course of instruction. Applications must be by letter in English
to the United States Culiural ,A.ttaché at the Embassy or Legalion
of the United States located in the applicant's nation. Applications
for each term beginning September may be filed at any time afrer
January 1 of that year.
Twelve countries are represented in the ûrst class of the Academy:
Egypt, Free China, Iran, Italy, Japan, Korea, Lebanon, Pakistan,
Philippines, Spain, Thailand and Turkey.
The courses of instruction for 1956-1957 are listed on page 38.

I
I
i
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of

Law

GRADUATE COURSES 19'6-19'7
Rscuran Gnanuntr SsMrN¡ns
Sþrìng Sentester

Føll Setnester

Law in Society I
Securities Regulation
Taxation of Business Entities

Law in Society

Seminar in Oil and Gas Problems

Lev INsrrrurr oF TrlE Auruc¡s
of Anglo-

American Law
Comparative Commercial Lav¡
Comparative Private

International Law

Counses

Sþrìng Semester

FøII Sem.ester

Basic Principles

II

Oil and

Gas Taxation
Advanced International Lavr
Government Regulation of Oil
Production

Federal

I

I

Comparative Labor Law
Introduction to Comparative
Study of Law

American Constitutions
Comparative Commercial Law
Comparative Oil and Gas Law
Comparative Private
International Law II
Inter-American Regional Law

Legal Philosophy in the Americas

Ac¡or,vry oF AMERTcAN
FøIl Setnester
TERM A

American Constitutional
Structure
American Legal Method
Aclversary Trial Techniques
Anglo-American Legal History

Lnv
S

Couns¡s
þring Semester

TERM C
Business Associations

Public Control of

Business

Security in Ownership
Security in Promised Advantage

and Philosophy
TERM D

TERM B

Family Law
Injuries to Persons-Civil
Sanctions

Injuries to Persons-Criminal

.{
&

Sanctions

Labor and Velfare Law

Administrative Procedure
Criminal Procedure
Judicial Administration
Lawyer in Administration

of Justice

II
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
The unit of credit is the semester-hour' which represents one
class-hour per week for a semester. The number of semester-

hours of credit given for the sâtisfactory comPletion of each course
is stated. The ðourses are listed by semester or session in which
they are to be taken by the student in the Day Division. The ordcr
is necessarily somewhai difierent in the Evening Division where the
period of study is four years and two summers, For the order of
corlrses in the Evening Division see the chart on page 33,

FIRST YEAR COURSES

(All
Contracts

I

ønd

II.

courses required)

Six hours. History and development

of the com-

mon law of contract; principles controlling the formation, performance, and termination of contrâcts, including the basic
doctrines of offer and acceptance, consideration, conditions, material breach, damages, cohtracts for the benefit of third persons,
assignments, and the Statute of Frauds.

Crimes, Three hours. Origins and sources of the criminal lav¡; the
elements of crime and the various specifrc crimes, including
homicide, assault, rape, larceny, robbery, and arson; criminal procedure under the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure, including
jurisdiction, venue, preliminary examination, grancl jury, indict-

ment, information, pleas, trial, sentence, probation, and parole;
rights of a criminal clefendant under the United States and Texas
Constitutions.

Equity. Two hours. Nature and source of equitable rights; principles of equity jurisdiction; enforcement of equity decrees; specific perfonnance of contracts; injunction against tort.
Legøl History and. Pbilosoþhy. Three hours. Main currents in the
historical development of legal thought to the twentieth century;
history of judicial institutions; sources and growth of the common
law and equity; the influence of civil and canon law; the reception of the common law in the United States; ts¡entieth century doctrines concerning the nature, purpose and functioning of
law.

Legislation. Two hours. Growth

of law through the legislative
process; the parts of a statute; legislative language, its arrangement and mechanics of drafting; interpretation and construction.
I ønd IL Seven hours. Possession; gifm; bona fide purchase; historical background of land law; creation of possessory

Proþerty

and non-possessory estates in fee, for life and for term and their
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respective incidents; concurrent ownership; landlord ând tenant;
covenants running with land; eâsements; licenses; water rights.

I and lI . Six hours. Civil wrongs arising from breach of
duties imposed by law as distinguished from duties created by
contract; including trespass to person and property, conversion,

Torts

negligence, deceit, injurious falsehood, slander, libel, slander of
title, malicious prosecution, and nuisance; right of privacy; fault
and absolute liability; damage without legal injury.

of Løta Books. One hour. The use of a law library; methods
of legal research; location and evaluation of legal âuthorities.

Use

FIRST SUMMER SESSION COURSES

(All

courses required)

Counnercial Trunsactioøs. Four hours. A study of the sale of
goods, and of the credit devices and commercial paper typically
employed in such transactions. Problerns examined include the
rights and remedies of the buyer and the seller; negotiable instruments and the protection of third persons; chattel mortgages
and conditional sales; and the use of inventory and receivables as
security.

Fanùly Law ønd, Comrøøøity Proþerty. Three hours. Marriage;
annulment; divorce; alimony; adoption; guardianship, custody of
children; the laws of separate and community property.
Land Titles. Two hours. Forms of deeds; descriptions; warrânty
and other covenants of title; escrows; recording statutes; practice in drafting; acquisition of title to land through adverse
possession,

SECOND YEAR COURSES
(Al1 courses required)
ønd. Oral Aduocacy. One hour. Preparation of appellate briefs based on actual case transcripts; form of brief as
required by Texas Rules of Civil Procedure; oral arguments before judges recruited from the Dallas Bar.

Brief Vritìøg

L

Business Associøtioøs
Two hours. The problems of conducting
business through agents or employees, including the creation and

termination of agencies; the doctrine of apparent authority;
contractual liability, and vicarious liability in tort; and the
distribution of risk between the principal or employer on the one
hand and the third person on the other.

Description

of Courses

4l

Bttsittcss Associøtions lL Four hours. The partnership, the unincorporated association, and the corporation; launching the enterprise; control of the enterprise; duties of the managers; rights
and remedies of investors; distribution of profits; reorganization
and dissolution of the enterprise. Special emphasis is given to
corporate problems and to the Texas statutes.

Løu.

Four hours. Historic¿l constitutional theory;
of judicial interpretation; interstate commerce; personal rights and privileges;
due process of law; equal protection of the laws.

Constitutìonal
seParation

of

powers, state and nation; process

Legøl Accou.nting. Two hours. An introduction to the theory
and principles of accounting; differences between financial accounting and tax accounting. Emphasis is placed on âccounting
concepts of corporate net worth; treasury stock; surplus available
for dividends. Consideration of the problems of interpretation of
financial stâtements encountered by the practicing artorney. Some
attention is given to accounting problems arising in reorganizations,

Vri.ting. One hour. This q'ork is described on page 15.
Procetløre I ønd. lL Six hours. Present-day civil practice in ordinary actions in Texas courts; jurisdiction of respective courts;
venue; parties; âctions; preparation of original, âmended, and

Legøl

supplemental pleadings; trial procedure; judgments; perfection of

appeal; comparative study

of

Texas and Federal Rules

of Civil

Procedure.

Taxatioø. Four hours. A study of the constitutionality of federal
income, estate and gift taxation; analysis of sections of the In-

ternal Revenue Code, Regulations and decisions developing conof taxable income, deductions, recognition of gains and
losses, gross estate, net estate, taxable gifts, etc.; introduction to
tax procedures; solution of hypothetical problems and preparation
cepts

of returns.
Tntsts, Three hours. Express rrusts, privare and charitable; implied trusts, resulting and consrructive; spendthrift trusrs;
trustee's powers, duties and compensation; liability of trustees.
lVills ønd Estates, Two hours, Nontestamentary succession; right
to dispose of properry by will; narure of testamentary instrumenìs;
formalities of execution and revocation; grant of administration;
probate and contest of wills; mânagemenr, distribution, and settle-

ment

of the

estate.
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SUMMER SESSION ELECTIVES

I

:ì

(Courses open

to

students who have completed the second-

year program in the Day or third-year program in the Evening. )

Adm.tuølty. Two hours. A survey of the leading principles of
admiralty law dealing with problems of jurisdiction, seamen's
rights, maritime liens, charter parties, carciage of goods by sea,
general aver^ge, marine insurance, and limitation of liability.

I
T

Brief Vriting and, OraI Aduocøcy. One hour. (See description
on page 15).
Organization Two hours. A study
fair competitive system,
including the Robinson-Patman Act and regulations of the Federal

Free Enterltr'isc an.d Ecotcontic

of controls

designed

to

ensure a free ancl

Tracle Commission.

Legøl

I

V/ùting.

One hour. (See description on page

l5).

Mttniciltøl Corltorations. Two hours. Legislative control over municipal corporations including consrirurional limitations on legislative powers; scope of municipal powers, zoning and city plãnning; municipal contracts, and indebtedness and liabiliry thereon;

municipal torts and liability therefor.

Laut. Two hours, Legislative provisions, patentability, prior
att, P^tent O{fice practice, validity, infringement, licensing,

Patent

and relations with respect to copyright and trademark.

Restitution. Two hours. The quasi-conrracrual obligation compared with the conrracr and rort obligations; the doctrine of
unjust enrichment; legal consequences of mistakes of law and
fact.
Aþþli.erl Legal Training. One hour or non-credir. Srudenrs âre
assigned for four weeks as law clerks ro srare trial and appellate
judges or to federal, stâte or ciry atrorneys, and for eighi weeks

as law clerks in law firms or corporarion legal departments.
Nominal cornpensation is supplied ro srudenrs enrolled in the
program. The hours correspond ro rhe working hours of the
particular office to which the srudenr is assignèd, excepr that
on_ Friday_ afternoons from 4:00 p.m. ro 6:00 p.m. meerings are
held at the law school at which talks are given by praciicing
lawyers and judges on such topics as the fixing of fees,-law ofrcã
manâgement, negotiation and settlement of litigation, and legal
ethics. Students desiring credit must register
p^y the regJar
^nd
summer session f€e for the course.

Description

of

T}IIRD YEAR

(All

Courses
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COURSES

courses elective unless otherwise indicated. Some

are offered

in the Summer

of

these

Session.)

Abstrøcts, One hour, Nature of an abstract; contrâcts to furnish
an abstract; ownership of abstract; Iiability of abstracter; examination of abstracts.

Ad.mìnistrøtiue

Latu.

T'hree

hours. Organization and procedure of

federal and state administrative agencies; distinction between
legislative, executive, and judicial powersi delegation of powers;
the nâture of the power vested in administrative âgencies; requirements of due process; judicial control over administrative action.
Conflìct of Laus, Three hours. The law relating ro rrânsacrions
having elements in more than one state; domicile;

bases

of juris-

diction of courts and of srâtes; rhe rules developed and applied

with respect to marriage and divorce, property, contracts,-and
cofPorations.

Credìtors' Rìghts. Three hours. Enforcement of judgments;
fraudulent conveyances; general assignments; creditors' agreements; receivership; bankruptcy.

Crìminal Løw Adminì.stration. Two hours.

law administration with special

emphasis

A studv of

criminal

or,

issues in

".rr..rr,
such fields as procedure, juvenile delinquency,
probation

and

parole.

Dønøges. Two hours. Srandards applicable generally ro rhe compu-

tation

of

damages; measure

of

damages

in contract, torts,

and

condemnarion proceedings.
Estøte Planning. Two hours. Problems involved in the planning of
estates with emphasis on tax savings and simplified administration; the drafting of trusrs and wills to achieve sound programs
of estate management; consideration of problems incident to the
use of family partnerships, family corporarions, and other intra
family arrangements.

Euìden.ce. Four hours, The law of evidence in trials at common
law in the Federal Courts and in Texas, including examinarion,
competency and privileges of witnesses; leading rules and principles of exclusion and selection, including the hearsay rule and
opinion rule; problems of remoreness and urrdue prejudice; judicial
notice; burden of proof and presumptions; functions of judge
and jury.

Federøl Courts. Two hours. Diversity
federal question jurisdiction; removal

of

of

citizenship jurisdiction;
cases

from state courrs;
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conllicts between federal and state judicial systems; the subst¿ntive law applied in the federal courts; problems of venue, Process'
and joinder; appellate jurisdiction and procedure.
Insurance, Two hours. Principles governing the making and construction of insurance contracts; types of insurance orgarrizations; government supervision and control interests protected by
insuranlce contrâcts; selection and control of risks; study of
standard form of insurance policies and the construction and
application of Texas statutes.

Løw. Two hours' The sovereignty concePt; nationality; territoriality; jurisdiction of states; recognition and diplo-

Internøtionø\,

matic intercourse; agreements between states; international regulation of tr¿de end commerce; international claims.

of labor objectives and of
various forms of concerted activity, such as strikes, picketing,
primary and secondary boycotts; the labor injunction, including
federal and state legislation on the subject; legal aspects of collective bargaining; the National Labor Relations Act.

Løbor Laut, Tu'o hours. The legality

Løw loørnal. Maximum credit, two hours. The work is described

on page

16.

Aid Clinic. One hour. The work is described on page 15.
LegøI Prof essioø. Two hours (required). History and present organization of the legal profession; admission to the bar; purposes
and work of the American Bar Association and the State Bar of

Legøl

Texas; problems

of

professional usage and ethics commonly en-

in practice.
Oìl and Gøs. Three hours. Extent of dtle in
countered

unsevered

oil and

gas;

correlative righ* and duties of owners in a common reservoir;
governmental reguladon; remedies against trespassers; analysis
of instruments conveying minerel interests, including both deeds
and leases; partition; unitization.

Prøctice Coørt. Two hours (required). This course is described
on page 14.

Proþerty Sentrity. Two hours. The real property mortgage including rights and duties before foreclosure, priorities, transfer
of interests of mortgagor and mortgagee, subrogation, marshall-

ing, discharge, redemption and foreclosure.
Reguløtion of Bu.siness. Three hours. A study of government regulation of business; control over monopoly and other devices for
restraining competition by the federal anti-trust acts, their interpretation and applicrtion; control by the courts' legislatures

Description

of

Courses

4,

and the Federal Trade Commission over unfair methods of comperirion.
'Vorþtneø's
Cottþensøtioø, One hour. A comprehensive study of
the Texas \Øorkmen's Compensation Act anð the courr deciiions
interpreting the various provisions of the act.

SPECIAL COURSE

Militøry Løtu. Studenrs successfully completing the course of in-

of the Judge Advocate General's Cõrps Army Reserve
School are ¿llowed academic credit on the basis of one'hour per
semester; maximum credit six hours. For a statement concerning
this course see page 16,
struction

GRADUATE SEMINAR COURSES
CorvrvrsncrÁ,1 Law

Corþ-orøte Reorgønizøtìon, Two hours. Reorganization under
Chapter X of the Bankruptcy Act, and modification in the rights
of security holders of solvent business enterprises. In the study
of ,re,otganizations under the Bankruptcy Act special emphasis
will be placed upon the rights of crediiori and shareholders irnder
the reorganization plan, Prerequisite: the course in Corporations.
Cotnþøratiue Comrnerciøl Løtu, See Comparative Law.

løtion. Two hours. Federal and rexas regulation of
the issuance and sale of corporate securities; registratiõn requirements ¿nd exemprions; sales by ofrcers, direciors and principal
stockholders; public and private offerings; rescission ,rrd oth.,
remedies of the investor; proxy regulatìon and restrictions on
trading by insiders uncler the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.
Prerequisite: the course in Corporations.

secarities Regt

Covp¡.n¡trvr L,q.v
(A reading knowleclge of Spanish is required for these courses)
Introduction to Com.þaraÍiue Stu.d.y of Latu. Two hours. The
nature, province and function of comparative law and comp^rative method; the technique of comparison; the problems of
terminology; codification; approaches to uniÊcation.Bøsic Princìltles of An.glo-Atnericaø Lø.w. Two hours. A study designed for the needs of students from Latin-American countries
embracing the Anglo-American theory of the judicial funcrion,
judicial organization and aclministration, common law system and
method, and certain specialized topics in Anglo-American law.
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Atnericøn Constitatìons. Two hours.

constitutionâl law

of

A

comparâtive study

of

the

the American republics; federal and nonlederal governments; current problems in the separation of powers;
the role of the judiciary; legal limitations upon the exercise of
political power; civil rights and human liberties.
Comþøratiue Comrnerciøl Lau I and ll. Six hours. Discussions of
detailed problems in the comparative law of the American states
in the areas of Contracts, Sales, Negotiable Instn¡ments, Security
Transactions, Agency, Partnership, Corporations, and Bankruptcy.
Cotnþørøtiue Labor Løw, Two hours, A cornparative survey of
legislation of the American states in the fields of collective bargaining, unfair labor prâctices, job seniority and severance pay,
unemployment compensatron, old age security, industrial and
non-industrial disability.

OiI ønd Gas Lattt. Two hours. Basic doctrines of
the American stâtes âs to ownership and control of minerals,

Com.þarøtit,e

timber, water, and other natural resources; government¿l regulation of exploitation; limitations on aliens and foreign corporâtions;
the problem of appropriation.
Cornþarøtiue Prìuøte Intnnationøl Løtu I ønd. Il. Four hours. A
comparâtive study, embracing both European and American states,
with special emphasis upon Restatement of the Conflict of Lav¡s
and the Flague, Montevideo, and Flavana (Bustamante) conventions.

L¡v
ancl Ciuil Rights. Two hours. A study of the
CoNsrrrurroNar

PoliÍicøl

political

and civil rights of individuals as protected by the Constitution of
the United States and the power of the Federal Government in
their enforcement. Emphasis is placed upon such rights as security
o{ the person; the procedural safeguards afrorded these coming in
conflict with the law; the right of franchise; freedom of thought,
expression and religion,
Ant.erican Constitutions. See Comparative Law,

INtsnNarroN¡r. L¡.w
Re gional Løw. Two hours. Multilateral and principal bilateral conventions among the American states, with
particular emphasis upon the Inter-American Convention on
Rights and Duties of States, the Inter-American Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance, The American Treaty on Paciûc Settlement,
and the Charter of the Organization of American States.

Ittl.cr-Antcricøn

Description

of

Courses
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Aìluancerl lnternøtioøøl Løut, Two hours. Maintenance of international order and accomplishment of international justice through
international organization; privileges and responsibilities of member states; competence of international organizations and international assemblies, special emphasis upon the problems and
activities of the United Nations.

JunrslnuonNcn

in Socìety L Two hours. A study of legal thought conc€rning the nature, purpose and application of law, including both
historical development and its application in an industrial society;
nature of the judicial process; interpretation of legal history.
Løat ìø Society lI. Two hours. Special problems in basic juristic
doctrine, including the relationship of law to the state, the interrelation of law and morals, justice according to law, and the
impact of legal positivism upon traditional Anglo-American legal
theory. Prerequisite: Law in Society I.
Legøl Philosoþby in tbe Antericøs. Three hours. Study of the principal legal philosophies of the American countries, viewed with
reference to Etrropean sources, its historical developments and
most important present trenc{s, A parallelism is drawn between
prevailing American and Latin American legal thinking, their
relationship and their mutual influence.

Løu

Lnnon Lew
Comþarøtiae Løbor

Løw,

See Comparative Law

Orr-

¡No Gns Lnw

in Oìl' øni. Gøs Problems. Two hours. InterPretation and
preparation of provisions and instruments defining interests of
pârties in oil and gas, and related minerals, including provisions
defining royalty interests, overriding royalty interests, oil payments, graduated or fluctuating interests; interests limited to one
or more designated depths or formations. Instruments considered
will include deeds, leases, assignments, working agreements, farm-

Sewìnør

outs; drilling contrâcts; ratification agreements; division
Prerequisite: the basic course

in Oil

orders.

¿nd Gas.

Gouernmentøl' Regøløtioø of Oil Procløctioø. Two hours. Need
for regulation, state and federal; sources of the right to regulate;
growth and trend of regulation; court review of administrative
acts; federal versus state regulation; effect upon prices, competition, ultimate recovery, royalty owners, oPerators and upon
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the economy generally. Prerequisite: the basic course in Oil and
G¿s.

Unít ønà Cooþerøtiue Oil ønd Gøs Oþeratìon. Two hours. Cooperative drilling and producing problems of separate properties in the
same pool or field; history and development of unit operation of
oil and gas pools; negotiation and preparation of agreements for
unit operations; unitized operations; voluntary, authorized and
compulsory unitization of oil and gas fields, Prerequisite: the
basic course

in Oil and

Gas.

Fednal OìI ønd Gøs Tøxøtion
Cornþøratiue

Oil and

Gøs

See

Latu.

Taxation.

See

Comparative Law.

Taxauorr

Oil and. Gøs Tøxatì.on Tv¡o hours. Analysis of problems
incident to: execution and transfers of oil and gâs leases, including treatment of bonuses, royalties, delay rentals, and intangible
expenses; depletion; carried interests and net proñt interests;
operating and unitization âgreements; and valuation of oil and

Federal

gas properties.

Prerequisite: the basic course in Taxation,

Tøxation and Fiscal Polìcy. Two hours. TTre effecr of budgetary
demands on revenue policy, shifting and incidence of taxation,
effect of taxation on business activity, relarionship betv¡een federal and state taxing systems.
Tøxation of Bøsiøess Enti.ties, Two hours. Organization, reorganization, termination and sale of business entities including corporations, partnerships and other forms of business organizations;
and the related tax problems of the participants in such enterprises. Prerequisite: the basic course

in

Taxation.

Taxation of Foreign Inaestments and, Foreign Trade. Two hours.
Survey of Vestern Hemisphere tax systems, with emphasis on
taxes imposed and entities taxable; analysis of reciprocal tax
conventions in force between U. S, and other countries; tr€atment
of U. S. business operations abroad under IJ, S. and foreign tax
statutes.
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ADMINIïËXilHT'å$| u' AND
REGISTRATION
RegisÍrøtion. Periods. Studenrs who fail to register during the
announced registration periods will be charged â lâte registration
fee of ç5.00. No registration rvill i:e permitted after the close of
the tenth day oÍ instruction in a semester, or after the close of the
fifth day of instruction in a summer session,
Minitnum. ønd. Møxhn'utn ÍIours. Unless a lesser number of hours
meet residence and graduation requirements, minimum regis-

will

tration is: 10 semester-hours per semester or 7 semester-hours

per

is: 15 semester-hours per semester or

10

summer session in the Day Division; 6 semester-hours per semester
or 4 semester-hours per summer session in the Evening Division.

Maximum registration

semester-hours per summer session in the Day Division; 10 semesterhours per semester or 6 semester-hours per summer session (except
that the Dean for good cause may permit registration not to exceed

12 semester-hours per semester
session) in the Evening Division.

or 8

semester-hours

per summer

Cløss Atlenlance Vitltotr.t Registration. Attendance in classes
is prohibited unless a student is registered in the course either as a
regular student or as an auditor.

Adding ønd. Droltþing Cou.rses. Courses may be ¿dded or dropped
only with the written approval of the Dean. If a course is discontinued without the written approval of the Dean, a failing grade
(\fF), v¡ill be entered. Adding of courses will not be permitted
after the close of the tenth day of instruction in a semester or after
the close of the ûfth day of instruction in a summer session. A
course may be dropped without penalty during the first three
weeks of â semester or the first two weeks of a summer session; in
any course dropped thereafter the student will receive a failing

grade (\øF).

CLASSROOM \øORK
Classroon.

AND ATTENDANCE

Vorþ.. The instructor may, with the

consent

of

the

Dean, drop a student from a course for poor classroom work done
therein or for improper conduct in the classroom. In such case the
student will receive a failing grade (\ØF) in the course.

of

not permitted and excuses for
late is charged for
of registration. No
penalty is assessed for the first ten hours of class absences in any one
Absences, Leaves

absence are

absences are not accepred, A student registering
absences from all cl¿ss sessions prior to the date
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:

I

a

in all courses taken, but for each additional hour's absence
a student's credit toward graduation will be diminished by t/t> of.
1 semester-hour (absences incurred in courses which are dropped or
failed, or in which the final examination is not permitted to be taken
on accorlnt of excessive absences, will not be countecl in computing
semester

this penalty).
I
I

¡
t
Ê

I

A

student

will not be permitted to take the final

examination in a course from which he h¿s been absent more than
/a of the class-hours, regardless of the cause of such absences. In
such case a failing grade (VF) is entered.
Absenccs from Qu.izzes. A student who fails to take a previously
announcecl quiz may not continue the course unless excused by the
Dean for good cause shown in writing (in advance if possible). If a

student is excused from a quiz his grade in the course will be
determined as though the quiz had not been scheduled.
Absenccs t'rom Exøminations, A student unable to take a tnal
ex¿mination ât the time scheduled, because of illness or other unavoidable cause must, as eady as possible (in advance if practicable),
notify the Dean in writing of such absence and the reason therefor.
The Dean, in conference with the instructor, will pass upon the
reason and notify the student of his decision. If the reason be found

sufficient, the student may take the examination v¡ith the class
when it is next given, For good cause, the Dean may authorize a
special examination at â time to be ûxed by the instructor.
GRADES

AND CREDITS

The minimum passing grade is 60. The ûnal grade in a course
based upon \rritten examinations and other required v¡ritten
work. No final examination paper will be regraded or returned to
the student. Re-examination is not authorized. A student who fails
to pass a required subject m¿y repeat the course but is not required
to do so except where failure is due to dropping or being excluded

is

from the

course.

D Grades. D grades are between 60 and 69,both inclusive. The
total of D-grade work which a student may count toward a law
degree in any scholastic year (ts¡o semesters) or summer session shall

oÍ the total hours for v¡hich he is registered during
the period involved. A student may, with permission of the Dean
and the instructor, rcpeat t subject in which he has a final grade
between 60 and 69, but by so doing waives all right to have the
grade theretofore made in such subject counted toward his degree.
Mcthod of Cont.þu.ti,øg Aaerages. The grade in each course will
be weighæd in proportion to the semester-hours credit assigned to

not exceed Yt

the course.

In comptrting the

average there

will

be included {ailures

Administrative Rules and Regulations

tt

from dropped

courses and the grades from all other courses in which
the student has taken the final examination or received a ûnal grade,
regardless of whether credit in a parricular course is required to meet
the minimum requirements for graduation. \Øhere a course is repeated both grades will be entered in computing the overall âverage.
\Øhere the student receives a failing grade (\ØF) because of dropping or being excluded from a course, that gradc v¡ill be entered
as 40 in computing his average.

RESIDENCE
Day Diuision: A candidate for graduation must have been in resifor not less than six semesters and one summer session (at least
107 weeks). To constitute residence in the Day Division the c¿ndidate must have been registered for not less than 10 semester-hours
in a semester or for not less than Z semester-hours in a summer ses-

dence

sion, and must have passed not less than 9 semester-hours in
semestef or not less than 6 semester-hours in a summer session.

a

Eueøimg Diuision: A candidate for graduation must have been in
residence for not less than eight semesters and two summer sessions
(at least 150 weeks). To constitute residence in the Evening Division, the candidate must have been registered for and passed not

less than

6 semester-hours in a semester or 4 semester-hours in

a

summer session,

If a student is registered for but fails to pass the minimum
number of hours required for residence, he will be granted fractional residence credit in proportion to the amount of work passed.
Residence cannot be e¿rned in repeated courses if earned when the
course n/as

trst

taken.

\Øhere a student transfers from one Division to the other, one
semester's residence in the Evening Division will be considered as
/a of. a semester in the Day Division; and one semester's residence

in the Day Division will

be considered

+/l of a semester in

the

Evening Division.

ACADEMIC FAILURE ÁND PROBATION

In the following Regulation, "semester" shall be construed to
include a summer session of 10 or more weeks; "upperclassman"

shall be construed to mean one $¡ho has completed two semesters
with an overall grade average of 70 or more. For the method of

computing grade averages,

see page 50.
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Aurorr¡atrc ExcrusloN
.:

I

I

First Year Students
1. Any student whose overall grade average ar the end of the
first semester is less than 60 shall be excluded auromarically. He may
be readmitted

\
I

I
I

in a subsequent fall

semester as a beginning student.

Any other student may withdraw voluntarily at the end of the first
semester, and may reenter in a subsequent fall semester âs a beginning
student. Students l'eentering law school under rhis paragraph will
not be given credit for courses completed prior to exclusion or v/ith-

drawal, and grades earned in those courses will not be counted in
computing grade avcrages. Any stuclent reaclmitted under this paragraph who cloes not have an overall averâge of 70 at the end of his
second semester following readmission will be excluded automatically;
he will not be readmittecl. A student will be reaclmitted under this
paragraph only once,

2. Any student whose overall grade average at the end of the
6rst two semesters is less than 65 shall be excluded automatically;
he will not be readmitted.
3, Any student whose overall grade avetage at the end of the
ûrst two semesters is less than 68, but not less than 65, shall be
excluded automatically; he may be readmittecl as a beginning student in a subsequent fall semestcr. fn case of readmission under this
paragraph the student will be classified for all purposes as a beginning student and v¡ill not be given credit Íor any courses completed prior to exclusion, and grades earned in those courses will not
be counted in computing grade averages. Any student readmitted
nnder this paragraph who does not hrve an overall average of.70
at the end of his second semester following readmission will be
excluded automâtically; he will not be readmitted.
U þþercl,øssmen

Any student whose overall grade average at any time falls
below 68 shall be excluded automatically; he will not be readmitted.
PRosarroN

First Yeør

Stød.ents

Any student whose over¿ll grade average at the end of the ûrst
two semesters is less than 70, but not less than 68, shall be placed
on probation. If he makes an average oÍ 72 or more in his next
semester in school, and his overall grade average continues to be
less than 70, he will become an upperclassrlgan on probation. If
he fails to make an average of 7z in his next semester in school
he

will

be excluded automaticâlly. Unless his overall grade average

-

Requirements

for

Graduation
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at exclusion is below 55 he may be readmitted as a beginning student in a subsequent fall semester. In case of readmission under
this paragraph the student will be classified for all purposes as ¿ beginning student and will nor be given credit f.or any courses completed prior to exclusion, and grades earned in those courses will
not be counted in computing grade averages, Any student readmitted under this paragraph who does not have an overall average
of. 70 at the end of his second semesrer following re¿dmission will
be excluded automarically; he will nor be readmitied.
U þþercløsstneø

1. Any student whose overall grade averâge at any time is less
than 70, but not less than 68, shall be on probation. Any probationary student whose currenr grade
in any semest;r is
^verrgeHe will nor be reless than 70 will be excluded automatically.
admitted to the Law School.

2. A Day Division student on probation shall not register for
more than 12 semester-hours in a fall or spring semester; an Evening
Division student on probation shall nor register for more than 7
semester-hours in a fall or spring semester.

DISCIPLINE
Students in the School of Law are subject ro rhe general disciplinary regulations of the University, as well as the special regulations of the Faculty of the School of Law. The Faculty reserves rhe
right to terminate the atrendance of any student at any time, or
to remove from the lisr of candidates for the degree rhe name of any
student ¡¡hom it may deem unworthy on account of neglect of
study, incapacity for the law, or deficiency in conduct or character
not in keeping with the standards of Southern Methodist University
and of the legal profession. Any person who registers in rhe School
agrees to this reserved right.

REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
All

candidates

for the

degree

the following requirements:

of

Bachelor

of

Laws musr satisfy

1. Residence of 107 weeks in the Day Division or 150 weeks in
the Evening Division. This can be acquired in the Day Division in
not less than six semesters and one summer session, and in the Eve-

ning Division in not less than eight semesters and ts¡o summer
sessions. The summer session in the Day Division must follow the

7

I

I
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first year's study. In the Evening Division summer sessions must
follow each of the ûrst two years of study. (As to what constitutes residence, see page 51 supra.)

2. The last two

semesters

in this

of Day Division

school. The last three semesters
sion residence must be acquired in this school.
acquired

residence must be

of Evening Divi-

3. Eighty-four semester-hours'credit with an overall grade averof not less than 70. (For the method of computing averages,

age
see

page 50 supra.)

4. All required courses must have been taken.
5. A candidate may offer toward the fulfilment of the stated
requirements for the degree only those courses which were completed by him in this or another approved law school within the
eight calendar years next preceding the intended date of graduation.
In computing the eight-year period there shall not be included
therein any period or periods between September 7, 7940, and June
30, 1947, in which the candidate was on active duty with any
of the armed services of the United States, or any period in which
the c¿ndidate was licensed and engaged in the active practice of
law in this or another state.
6. The student's use of English must be satisfactory.
7. Except for the limitation under rules regârding readmission of
former students a student must meet the hour and residence requirements for graduation in effect at the time he enters law school.
The student will not be affected by subsequent changes in graduation
requirements.

The Faculty reserves the right to change the schedule of courses
required for graduation. Flowever, when a required course is in-

serted in the curriculum a,t a point already passed by the student
he will not be required to go back and take that course.

HONORS
Candidates

for the LL.B.

degree having the highesc average grade,

not to exceed ten per cent of the graduating class, may, by vote of
the faculty, be awarded the degree, cum løucle, fttagna cum laade ot
sullt na. cutn lautle. No one shall be eligible for honors who shall have
tahen elsewhere more than one-,third of the work offered for the
degree. The average grade shall be based on work done in this school
only; but to receive the degree with honors a ransfer from another
college must have at least a B average in law courses in the school
previously attended.

A.dmission

to the Brr¡
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ADMISSION TO THE BAR
Admission to the Bar in Texas is controlled by rules of che Supreme
Court and examinations given by the State Board of Law Examiners
in Austin.

To be eligible for these examinations, the student must be a citizen
Texas and of the United States, must have resided in the State
Texas for not less than twelve months prior to the date of the
examination, must have had three years (90 semester-hours) of college work at the time he began the study of law and must have
pursued his law studies for a period of not less than 27 months in
a full-time law school, or 36 months in a part-time law school.
The school ¿ttended must be one approved by the Supreme Court.
Three examinâtions are given each year, beginning on the first
Monday in March, the fourth Monday in June and the first Monday
in October. For the course of study prescribed and the rules governing the examinations, acldress Secretary, State Board of Law Examiners, Austin, Texas.
The curriculum of the School of Law covers all the subjects
on which the bar examinations are based,
The rules of the Supreme Court require that every person intending to study law in Texas shall, within 30 days after beginning
such study, file with the Board of Law Examiners in Austin, a

of
of

"declaration

of intention to study law" showing his educational
of a preliminary character exami-

attainments and the completion

nation. Vhile graduates of the School of Law, Southern Methodist
University and ¿ll other schools approved by the American B¿r
Association are exempt from the requirement it is suggested that
entering students comply with the requirement. The necessary forms
are sent to successful applicants for admission at the time of their
âccept¿nce to the School of Law.

STANDARDS OF THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION
The Council on Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar of
'the American Bar Association requests that attention be called to the
Standards of the American Bar Association adopted ín 1921 ar,d
recommended for enactment by all states. These Standards provide

in effect that every candidate for admission to the Bar, in
addition to taking a public examination, shall give evidence of

graduation from a law school which shall require at least three years
of study in a college as a condition of admission, and three years of
law study (or longer if not a full-time course), v¡hich shall have an
adequate library and a sufficient number of teachers giving their
entire time to the school to ensure actual personal acquaintance and
influence with the whole student body, and which shall not be
operated as a commercial enterprise.

6
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IN JUNE, 7955
]]ACHELOR OF LA\øS
Jane Margaret Akin
Darlell Chastain MiIler
Il,A., Southeln Methoclist University
8.4., University of Oklahoma
'William
Ted Martin Akin
A¡thur Nobles
DEGREES CONFERRED

8.4., Southern Metbodist University
Henry Baer
8.A'., Soutbern Methodist University
Robert Howard Baldridge
B.B.A., North Texas State Colìege
Chester George Ball, Jr.

8.4., Mount Union

Richa¡d James Banks

College

B.B.A., Unive¡sity of Texas

John Cramer Biggers

8.4., Southern Methodist University

Arthur No¡ris Bishop, Jr.
B.B.A., University of Miami
M.B.A., University of Houston

Elvis L. Brown
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Jamæ William Cantwell, III

8.4., Southern Methodist Univer¡ity
Robert Ronald Clements
8.4., Southern Methoilist Univemity
Frank W. Con¡ad
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
William Franklin Cou¡tney
B,B.A., Southern Methodist University
Jamæ Arthu¡ Cribbs
Kenneth Carl Dippel
A..8., Southern Methodist University
Don Daniel Doty
8.S., University of Colorado

Geo¡ge Marion Elliott
John Joseph Fisher

Ernest Ralph Gismant
Hay (magna cum laude)
B.B.A., Southe¡n Methodist Unive¡sity
Rufus Taylor Higginbotham, Jr.
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
William Leete Hutchison
Robert Ðllis Johnson
B.B.A., Southern Methodist IJniversity
Spencer Kirby Johnston
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Joseph Malone Joiner

Jess Thomas

8.4., Baylor University

Morton Arthur Lewis
8.4., Southe¡n Methodist lIniversity
Edward Foy McDaniel
8,S., Southern Methodist University
Technology

Dwight lrvin Porter

8.4., Souttrern Methodist University
Troy Yictor Post, Jr,
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Paul Hardcastle Raines
8.S., Southern Methodist University
13ailey Franklin Rankin
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University

William Merritt Reppeto, Jr.

IJ.B.A., Southern Methodist Universíty
Iìyron Hartzell Schaff, Jr.
B.B.A., University of Oklahoma

Samuel Nelson Sharp
8.A.., Southern Methodist University
Robert Harrison Showen
8..A.., Stanford University

Ernest Eugene Specks (cun laude)
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
John William Steven¡on
B.S.C., Texae Christian Ur¡ive¡sity
Georse Robb Stewart

8.4., Southern Methodist University
Robert Keltner Sutton, Jr.
4.8., University of Arkansas
Th.B,, Los Angeles Theological
Seminary
Lewis Taber Swæt, Jr. (cum laude)
B.B.A., University of Texas

8.4., University of Texas
Ilubert Gentry, Jr. (cum laude)
8.4., Texas Technological College
Garvin Holt Germany, Jr.
8.4., Southern Methodist IJniversity

M.S., California

D.4., Austin College

Howard Eugene Phillins

Institute of

Richard Lanier Tbomas
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Julius Aaron Tracy, Jr.

B.B.A., University

of

Texas

LeRoy Crosson Tyler
8.4., Texas Christian University
Edward Frank Yalek
Lee Daniel Vendig
Iì.S., Kansas State College
Clarence Dewey Ward
8.4., University of Tulsa
Ronald Mayer Weiss (cum laude)

8.4., The Rice Institute

Norm¿n Brown Wilson
Feagin Waverly Windham
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Paul William Wisdon,
Jr.
Robert Harper 'Wolfe
B.B.A., Southern Methodist IJniversity
John Yalerio Wortman

lì.4., Southern Methodist University
Walter Perry Zivley
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University

MASTER OF LA\øS IN COMPARATIVìJ LA\ø
Sophia Rachael

Alvarez

Abogada, Doctorado, Facultad de

De-

recho, Unive¡sidad Nacional de
Buenos Aires, Buenos Aires, Ar-

sentina

Reynaldo Rodrigues

Alves

Abogado, Faculdade de Direito, Florianorrolis, Santa Catarina, Brazil

Orlando Barreto Argüello
Doctor en Derecho, Universidad Na-

cional de Nicaragua, León, Nicarag:ua

"iåtfå#""r"

Bidegain (magna cum

Abosâdo, Doctor en Jurisprudencia,
Faculdad cle Derecho, Universidad
Nacional de Buenos Aires. Buenos
Aires, Argentinft

Y

Degrees Conferred
Jean Claude Bu¡eau

LL.L., Université de Montréal, Montréal, Qanada

Orlando Gonzáles Cadalso

Licenciado en Leyes, Universidad

Anqel Francisco Luj¿in M'
Iioctor en Ciencias Politicas, Universidad Central de Venezuel¿, Caracas,
Venezuela
Dieeo Ma¡iscal Abascal

en Derecho, Universidad
Nacional Autónoma de México, D.

L'ícenciado

Nacional de Honduras, Tegucipalpa,

D, C., Ilonduras

Genaro Ruben Carrió

y Ciencias Sociales, Universidad de La
PlÐta, La Plata, Argentina

Abogado, Facultad de Derecho

Alfonso EÌías Aparicio
Abogado, Pontificia Universidad Cato-

lica del Perú, Lima, Perú

F.. México
,Iorøe Perez Varcas Canonico
L'ícenciaclo en Derecho, Escuela de
Derecho. Universidad Nacional Autonoma de México, D. F., México
Manuel G. de Romaña
Abogado, Pontificia Universidad Catolica del Perú, Lima, Perú
Marco A. Salinas

Licenciado en Derecho Y Ciencias
Politicas, Escuela de Derecho de la
Universidad Mayor de "San Anclres," La Paz, Bolivia

Jorqe Luis Faz Vega
Doctor en Derecho, Universidad de la
Habana, La Habana, Cuba

Arturo Gigoux Castellón
Lieenciado

en Ciencias Juritlicas

y

Sociales, Universidad de Concepcion,

Concepcion, Chile
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Pablo Salomon Singer
Abogado, Doctor en Derecho y Ciencins Sociales, Universidad Nacional
de Cordoba, Cordoba, Atgentina

HONOR SOCIETY
ORDER OF THE \øOOLSACK
(Elected

from above classes)
Ernest Eugene Specks
Lervis Taber Sweet, Jr
Ronald Mayet Weiss

Ilubert Gentry, J¡.
Jess Thomas

Hay

Robert Ha¡rieon Showen

DEGREES CONFERRED

IN

AUGUST, 19''

BACHELOR OF LA\øS
Aubrey Van Buren Burkett

Perry Rycraft McPherson

Geralil Kendall Fugit
8.4., Texas Christian UniversitY
Wiiliam Neil Garrison
8.S., Texâs Technological College
Richard William Hemingway (magna

Hugh Oliver Mussina
B,B.A., Southern Methodist Universitv

8.4., University of

cum laude)

8.S., University

of

Texas

8.4., Southern Methodist Univemitv

George Glendon Wise

ll.A., Henderson State College

Colotado

MASTER OF LA\øS IN TAXATION
David Roger Milton

8.S., Unive¡sity of Minnesota
LL.B., University of Minnesota
Thesis: l'Tax Consequences of a NonDrilling Leæe"

7
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ROSTER OF STUDENTS
FALL SEMESTER, 19''
GRADUATES
Amlin, Henry Muion,8.S., North Texas State College, LL.II., Southe¡n
Methodist University
....,--.........-.............._Dallas
Bromberg, Alan Robert, ,A..8., Harvard University, LL.B., Yale University ....Dallas
Cole, Roy L., 4.8., Baylor University, LL.B., Texas University -.....-.-._-Chjlton Falls
Corman, Jack B., B,B,A,, LL.B,, University of TexaB...-....-.....-_-........-.-...--......_.--Dallas
Hall, Charles \¡/., 8.-A'., University of the South, LL.B., Southern
Methodist University
-........-......._-.--..........Da11as
He¡ndon, -William C., Jr., LL,B., University of Texas, George Washington

University

...-..._-_............Da11as

Ilerring, Clinton Gay,8.S., LL.B., Mississippi State College......-.........-...............DalÌas
Kern, Owen Sipe,8.S., J.D., Indiana University
..................._-_Dallas
Jacobs, Neilson Scott,8.4., LL.B., Louisiana State University....._,--......._.-.....Dailas

Kinzeri James - Raymon, B.B.A., LL.B., Southe¡n Methoilist University,
Texas Christian University, University of California.-............-._--.-......--...Daltas
Rutlfdge, -William Perry, .A.8,, LL.B-, University of Alabama -.......Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Sands, Robert K., 8.4., Ohio State University, LL.B., Yale University ............Í¡ailas
Smith, lilayne Stanley, 8.S., Aurora College, LL.B., Southern Methodist

University
8.4.,
University of Texas

Townsend, William Brice,

............._.....,..Da11as

Southern Methodist University, LL.B.,

-_..,..-.-.......--.....F'ort'Worth

LA\T INSTITUTE OF THE AMERICAS
Abal-Bonomi, German Sergio, University of Uruguav..........,,_...Montevideo, Uruguay
Borrero-Vintimilla, Antonio, University of Cuenca -.----.-.........-_.-.-.....Cuenca, Ecuãdoi
Cadena, Ramon, University of San Carlos .........-....-..----...Guatemala City, Guatemala
C-alzad.a, Miguel, Gradalaj¿ra University, Mexico University....--Guadalãjara, Mexico
Crosby, Howard Edward, St. Mary's College, Dalhousie
University
-...-...-.I{alifax, Nova Scotia, Canada
Espigares-Moreno, Cesar Augusto, Military College, Buenos Aires
University
...-..--.--.-.-...Buenos Aires, Argentina
Fiallos-Oyanguren, Mariano, Modelo Institute, National
-"""".'Leon' Nicaragua

c;li;;' ;¡"Ë;;;;;

Aires, Unive¡sity of Buenos Aires..-......---.........-..._..-.....Buenos
"."n"P,,"iT,ïå"å"i;;;"Ë;;;ì;;'ñ;;i;;;i

Aires, Argentina
Llona, Alvaro, Catholic University of Peru, University of Michigan ........Limã, Peru
Lortie, Alain Roland, University of Montreal
-...-.Mont¡eal, Canada
Ma¡tinez-Alanis, Ignacio Aclolfo, Regiomontano Institute,

France-Mexicano College
--..Monterrey, Mexico
Matus, J_uan Guìllermo, University of Valparaiso
..Valparaìso, Chile
Molina-Ibarra, Oswaldo, Mexico Institute, Franees Morelos College
Centro Mexico University, National Autonoma University
of Mexico
.....--..----.--............Mexico City, Mexico
Morales-Paul, Isidro, Liceo Andres Bello, Central University of

Venezuela

Caracas. Venezuela

Pinto, Geltil Carmo, IJniversity of Sao Paulo ........-..-.......--............-.-.-Sao paulo, Brazil
Riveros, Hugo Dario, Antonio Narino College, Etternado of

Colombia

Ìle¡nan, National University
Maria Luisa, University of Chile

Salamanca,
qg-t!ov-ia,

.,....Bogota, Colombia
........---...8oáota, ColombiÀ

-......_..........Santiago, Chile

Whitehurst, George William, Jr., Stetson University, University of
Pennsylvania
-.__-......,....._.....-tr ort Myers, Florida

ACADEMY OF AMERICAN LA\ø
Azores, Àntonio L., University

St. Thomas

of the Philippines, IJniversity of

........--.............,..................SarpabIo City, philippines

BoÌrstaÌy, Soliman Philip, College of St. Joseph, University of

Beirut .----.--......-

...---...........-.........8eirut, Lebanon

Duque, Aquilino, University of Seville, University of Cambriilge -.-....--.Seville, Spain
Ghotb, Mohammed Amin, Teheran University School of Law ..--.-.-........Teheran, Iran
Khan, Mohamed Samin Uddin, St. Stephen's College, Lincoln,s fnn,
Lonclon ïJniversity --...-..-..-..-.-......
_...-..-........,-.Ka¡achlis, pakistan

Roster

of

Students
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Konno, I(osuke, Tokyo Imperial University
Lee, Kwang Suh, Waseda University

...-.--.........-.Tokvo, Japan

....Sæul, Korea

......--.--..-....Taiwan, China
School
University
-.Tokyo, Japan
-..........-......Istanbul, Turkev
Oran, Oguz Alp, University of IstanbuÌ
Osmena, Iì,amon l\(ichael, Ateneo of Manila, University of the
Philippines, University of Santo Tomas ..............-......-..........ManiÌa, Philippinc
--..Turin, Italv
Scioìla, Alberto, Unive¡sity of Turin
Sfer, Khalil Antoun, Cairo University, Jesuit College, Heliopolis Gov.
....Cairo,
Egypt
College -.......-.....
Sucaromana, Porn, Suankularb College, University of
..-.....-...-.............8angkok, Thailand
Gharmmasart
Suh, Ton Kak, Kyoto University, Kyon Song University, Seoul
University
--........Seou1, Korea

Li,

Chun, Soochow University Law

Matsumuro, Fujio, Peers' College, Tokyo

UNDERGRADUA.TES
Addington, Floyd Wesley, B.B.A., Southern Methodigt University --..-......----....-Dallas
Aldridse, Charles Cantrell, Southern Methodist University --...-.....--.....-.........-...Dallas
Alexander, George Reed, Jr., Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College,
Southern Methodist

Unive¡sity

Alexander, Thomas P., University of Kentucky, Xavier University,
Unive¡sity of Cincinnati, Vanderbilt University, University

of Miami

................Irving

...........-..........Ilouston

Allen, Gus Watts, San Angelo College, Southern Methodist University..............Dallas
Allums, James Clyde, Jr.,8,4., Texae Agricultural and Mechanical

..,............
of Texas

College

..-,.--.............-.Plain Dealing, La.

Altman, Sigmund Elton, J.B,S., Arlington State College, 8.4., University

..-.,...Dallas

Anderson, Charles Robert, B.B.A,, Southern Methodist University,
Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College, North Texas Agricultural
College, Arkansas Agricultural and Mechanical College --.-...........-.---...-....D¿llas
Apeland, Donald Casper, B.B.A., Southern Methodist University ......-.Waukegan, Ill.
Armstrong, Thomas Kilbreth,8.S., Purdue University
...-......frving

Atherton, Neal Millard,8.S., University of Wisconsin

......-...Dallas

Bailey, Bill W.,8.S., Rice Institute
--...---....-...Dallas
Railey, John Allison, B.B.A., Southern Methodist University....-....-..-..........-....Dallas
Baker, James Anthony, B.B.A., Southern Methodist University, Rice

Institute

-..-..-.-..-........-.-...Dallas

Barclay, Malcolm James, 8.S., Kent State lJniversity
..-...........Da11as
Barrancos y Vedia, Fernando Nicolas, LL.B., University of Buenos Aires,
LL,M., Southern Methodist University ......-...........--..-...Buenos Aires, Argentina
Barron, Lee Mac, B.B.A., Southern Methodist University, North Texas
..-........-....Palmer
State College
Barton, Billy Joe, B.B,A., No¡th Texas State College
-......-.-....Dallas
Bass, Orville Douglas,8.4.,8.S., Southern Methodist University.-....,......--.-...Dallas
Bateman, Harold Marion,8.4,, Rice Institute
.........--.....-....-....Dallas
Beasley, Haley Kent, Southern Methodist Universìty, Paciûc School

of Religion

....,..,.........-..-,Dallas

Ijniversity

....................-.Dallas

Bedunah, Donald Arthur, B.B.A., Southern Methoilist Unive¡sity, North
Texas Agricultural College
...-..-.-.,.,....-,-..Dallas
Bercu, Beverly Renee, University of Texas, Southe¡n Methodist University --..Dallas
Bercu, Harryette Theda, Il.A., University of Utah, M.4,, Washington

Berry, Doyle Burton, B.B.A., Southe¡n Methodist University..-...-.-.,----.......--.--,Dallas

Berry, James Taylor, 4.8., Washington & Lee Unive¡sity
.--,--Dallas
Berryman, Hugh Lee, 4.8., Washington & Lee University ..-..-..--..-.-.ShreveÞort, La.
Best, Robert Neal, 8.4., North Texas State College
.-.--.-...-..-----Dallas
Bexten, Riehard Carl,.A.8., Westminster College.-........-.-.-..-............Milwaukee, Wisc.
Bickel, Louis Phillirr, Á'.8., Vandertrill University
............-.1\4idland
Bida, John Frank, Arlington State College, 8.A.., University of Texas,
M.D., University of Oklahome
...-.-..Arlington
BisÌand, Theodore,8.S., Yale University, M.D., Harvard University..----.-.---..-.Dallas
Blackburn, William Thomas, 4.8., Ifendrix College, Columbia

University

.....-.........-..--North

Little

Rock,

Ark.

Blankinship, Maurice Donal<t, B.B.A., North Texas State College .,--,-,..-..Fort Worth
Blanton, James Taylor, Texas Ch¡istian llniversity, Southern Methodist
University
..............Fort Worth
Blount, Edrvard Elmer, B.B.A., Southern Methodist University, Syracuse
University
--.Dallas
Bock, James Edwin, University of Houston, Southern Methodist

University

-.,---..-.--..,.-.Irouston

ú
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Boìding, Alexander P., Jr., 8.S., M.8., Texas Agricultural and

......Dallas
_
,. Mechanical College
Bondies, Walton Porter, Jr., University of Texas, Southern Methodist
University
..................-........-..
--.--.........._.--.-.Dallas
DorvÌes, William Franklin, B.ll.A., Texas AgriculturaÌ and Mechanical
College, Ranger Junior. College
Breckenridge
Boyce, John T., B.B.A., North Tex¿¡s State College
...... .-..._---Daliãs
Brice, Joseph William, Jr., !.4., Southern Metho¿list Universitv, iàiàs
Agricultural and Mechanical College, Boston College._.-......_..-_-..-........--.-,D.llas
_
Brock, Dnn

Alexander, 8.4., M.4., Southern Methodist úniversitv....-...--------Ir"l.ie
Brockie, Do¡rald Peter, University.of _Utah, Southern Methodist Unlvei.sity ....Irvinõ
Broolis, Lnure-nce Wad<'lill, Jr., 8,4., Louisiana State University ....Baton iìouge, Laì
BrotheÌton, Lee Gilbert, I3.S., Prairie View Agricnlturol and lilechãriáãl----'--'--Bi,shop College
..__-_......._..............Da11as
,Brown,College,
Ifomer Allen, North Texas State Colìege, lfaylor University -.-_......_...--b;ii;;
Browning, Clyde Herman,8.S., East Texas State College, University
of Te\as
-.......,-......--_...,.Abilene
Brownlorv, Jerry Do¡ald, B.B.A., Southern Methodist University,
University of Texas, North Te:sas State College, Arlington--

State College

_.Grand

p¡airie

ßuclde, Frank Jorcla.n, Southern Methodist University ....._.,....-----.-.....Shr"""o*tBunnell, James Edwartl,8.S., North Texas State Colege, University

i,r-

of Texas, Southern Methodist University --..-.....-__......-.._-----.--.-_....--.--Fort Worth
Butler,_ Ken_ueth Presto!, B.B.A.. Southern Methodist University, San
A_n_eelg J_unior College
_.--.............--.----.....--.Dallas
_
._
B'ltler, -Molris Leroy, University of Texas, Lon Morris College ...........-.--.... ....--..ñ;i;
Caìdrvell,
Josef, University of Texas
-...-.-_-_.--....-...........-_--......--.--_.Dallas
Calhoun, Julius Carl, Miclrvestern University, Southern Methoclist
University
......-_.-..........._.__-..Dallag
Call, Willi¿m_ Lewis, 8.4., Southern Methodist University......_,,,..-.-.....,_---.--....Dallas
Calloway, Robert,William, B.B.4.,,Southern Methoclist University,
llen¡lerson County Jnnior Colìege, University of Texas ....._,,----....-._.'W'ills-- point
- ---.'
Cantrvell,
Donald Webb, B.B.A., Southern Methodiit University, Fu";;;

c.","":i'"i:fj'Tr.;;;;';.s.; ù;i;¿;;i;t ;i r;i;;; Mi;;;;;i s----- --" ""'
Mines ..,,.............

'

p"uo"

.carthage, Mo.

Castleman, Wilìiam Dalton, R.B.A., Southern Methodist University -. ,_-- .....5;itr;
Chantilis,_P.-eter-Sam,r_el,.B.B.A., Southern Methodist Unive"sitv...íitilËR;;k;A;ï.

Cheshel,-Rìlly June, 8.4., Southern Methodist University, St. ltarv;s

College
,
-Giles Connell, Jr.,
,._ San Angelo Junior
Clements, Dur¿n_t
,

........................_...........................Lit¡enel¿

Agricultu¡al and Mechanicat Cólieel-----"'-'Iarleton State College, l,ee CoUããã'-...Dallas
F., å.8.Á.., University of Minnesota, Colgãté U"i"ei"lii,
Mankato State Teache¡s College ..............-.-_.........-----._-........---......-.,-.....__,-.--...Dallas
Clifton,. Artiste Buford, Texas Wesleyan College, Cisco Junior
College .-.......-...
.Grand prairie
Coffey, Frank David, North Texas Agricultural College, f"".s WãJiãvã.
Clegg,

11.S., Texas

College, John

College, Te:ras Christian lJniversity, Baylor UnÍve¡sitv ...._,_.-.-......---fort.Worth
_
Coggan, Leland Latrill, Jr-, ]].4., Texa.s Christian University ..-...-_ ._.. ö"ll;;
Coker, Edward Allen. Jr.,8.S., North Texas Stste Collese.---.._,-_....-..__.--_.__......Dallas
Cole, Elbert 4., A..A., Gracelancl College _,.............._ ...._ ... .....-..-._..........._Dallas
Colg, Thomas Gary, Jr., Southern Methodist University
.-,.,.Dallas
Collþr, Ren.inmin Raye, 8.4., Uliversily of the South .-..-.-.......--........Sh¡evenortT,s_
Combs,-Donald Lee Rert, 8.S., Miami lfniversity (Ohio), M.S., Cn." - - -'- - "'"'

,

_ University of Technology

....--_--.-..._.---.----....---.---.........--Fort

Worth

Condos, Steve Georse, 8.4., Eclinburg College, Universiiy of Texas -.- --_._Jvl"Àii;;
Cook, Metv.in Dean, _I].R..,A.- Jvl,cMur.ry-Coileg¿, W*t iË""is State Coiléeã,''
Southern Methoilist University .,...---.._......---.-_........ -.-........ .... _.--........_.--..Vug"
-.
Cookston,
R-oy Philip, 8.A.., Tutrns IJnive¡sity. f,óuisiãna Cãtiås; .........,......ó"if;
- - -^""
Copeland, !h-omas, D., Jr., 8,S., Texas Technical College, North fu"." '-"'
Agrisultural College ..--.....-...........-.........Garland
Cottingham, Lourence Maso¡, R.4., Southern Methoilist llniversity,

University of Colorado

..,..-...,...-.-........}touston

Cox, William David, Jr., Arlington State College, Texas lJniversity,
Southern Methodist University - -- ... ... ....--..........- ,-- .- --,.--- .. .-..-.:................,Dallas
Crawforcl, John D.nlap, B.B.A., University of Texas, Wayne lJniversity ----....Dallas
Crooks, Stanley_ Stillman, 8.,A.., Southern Methodist University, Amherst
Collese, University of Cincinnati ..........,............._._ .... ............¡-i";innati, Ohio
Crouch, Thomas Gene,8.S., Abilene Christian College, Tex¿s Christian

University

.......-.--...Texarkana

Crowell, Idward Elton, 8.A., University of Texas, Texas Agricultural
and Mechanical College._....-.-._...
...._.....-...Dallas
Cunyus, George Marvin,8.A,., Rice

fnstitute

-.............................Dallas
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Curington, John Wesley, II.B.A,, Baylor University, North Texas
...-..............D411as
State College
Curl, Levi Nolan,8.S., Hou'ard University, Prsirie View State Çollege.....-..Dallas
C¡ul, Ruby Braden,4.8,, Samuel Huston College -..-.-....-...
---.Dalìas
Dahlin, Merlyn Walton,8.S., Texas Wesleyan College, M.B.A., Texas

Christian Unive¡sity
of Wisconsin

.....................-..Fort Worth

Davey, Kenneth R., Il.A., Southern Methodist Unive¡sity, Unive¡sity

.....-............Da1las

Davis, George Bouldin, 8.4., University of Texas, University of Oklahoma ...-Dallas
Davis, Robert Edwin, Arlington State College, Southern Methodist

llniversity

.........-...-......-.Dallas

4,8., Wætminster College, Tulsa University ........Tu1e4, Okla,
Davis, Walter Richard, Southern Methodist University
.....--.-.Dallas
I)ean, Donnie Maxwell,8.4., Texas Technological College, George
Washington University
.......-..-..-..-...........4nson
Dickenson, Charles Robe¡t,8.,A.., Texas Technological College........-----.......Stamfo¡d
Dielman, Frederick MacNeil, Á..8., Unrversity of California, Los
Angeles City College -........-....................Da11as
Disheroon, Fred Russell, 4.8., Hendrix College .................-..........-.---...Hot Springe, Ark.
Dixon, Jamæ Owen,8.S., Southern Methodist University.......-...............--.--,.,.Dallas
Dobbs, James RobeÌt, B.B.A., Southern Methodist University, Kilgore
Davis, Thomas Hugh,

Junior College

........Longview

Dolan, Pat Menefee,8.S., Texas Agricultural and Mechanlcal College...-..----..Dallas
Donosky, David,8.S., Southern Methodist University
.........-..-.Dallas
Dorman, Malcolm Eugene,4.S., Arlington State College, B.B.A., Southern

Methodist University
....-.........................--Dallas
Downing, Robert Blackfo¡d,4.8., Denison Unive¡sity, Ohio Northern

University

..........Find1ay, Ohio

Duffy, Leonard Allan,8.4,, North Texas State College
........-.Dallæ
Dushman, Lowell Edward, 8.4., Southern Methodist University ....-..,--..-,........-.Dallas
Dutton, C. G¡anville Orr, 8,S., United States Naval Academy,
Rice Institute, Lamar State Col1ece..............
..--.....-..-..-.--.Dallas
Eatmon, Buford J., 8.S., Louisiana State University ..---........,........-......-..Monroe, La.
Ellis, James Richard, B.B.A., Southern Methodist University -.........-......,.-.....-......Dallas
Enslish, Edward Neill, Jr., B.B.À., Southern Methodist University .....-.....,.--.Dalìas

Erringer, Joseph llradley, Southern Methodist University
,,-...Dallas
Ðstep, Forrest Lynn, Jr., B.B.A., Texas Agricultural and Mechanical
College, Arlington State College .-,..-,-....-..
--.-.-........--........-..Dallas
Evans, William Leroy, Jr., B.A., Washington & Lee University, Kemper

Military School, Texas Christian University

.....-....Fort Worth

Ewing, Robert Malcolm, B.B.A., Southern Methodist University,,A..4.,
Santa Monica City College, Washington University -....--.........................Dallas
Farnsworth, James Castner, IJ.S,, University of Wyoming ....................Riverton,'l4r'yo.
lìerguson, Neil Bible, 8.S., Stephen F. Austin College, Texas University,
University of Houston, Sacramento State College
......-,..Dal1ae
Fields, Oscar P., B.B.A., Southern Methodist University, Marion Military

Institute

............-......-..Terrell

Fink, Lynan Louis, 8.4., Michisan State Collece
....,.Owosso, Mich,
Firpo, Anthony Joseph, 4.8., 8.S., Southe¡n Methoalist IJniversity,

University of California

.........-..,-,...........Da11as

of Pittsburgh, Dickinson
Seminary
--........-...-.tr'ort Worth
Flannigan, George Earle, Ohlahoma City University, Southe¡n Methodist
University
-.,--.-.-............-.,Dallas
Flinders, Arthur C., B.B.A., Southern Methodist University, San Angelo
Junior College
-.San Antonio
Floycl, rohn wesleyl 8.S., i;";¡ Ch;Ëii;;' ü; ì;;;;i;;;"ä;ih;;;
Methodist lJniversity
.--...-.--...--.-.-.--..Fort Worth
Floyd, Orbie Jay,4.4., Paris Junior College,8.A.., Texas
Chrieti¿n University
.....-.--..--..---.-..-.--.-..,.Dallas
!'lynn, Streeter Blanton, Jr.,8.4., Oklahoma Àgricultural and
Mechanical Coilege, Oklahoma University
......Oklahoma City
Francis, Juclson Charles, Baylor University ----..-.-.---.---.-..........Dallas
Fisher, Donald 8., Jr., Il.S., University

French, Ilomer Dawson, 8.4., Southern Methoclist University,
Southwestern

Garrvoorì, Roy

at Memphis

.-....,..-......-......-Dallas
-.....--San Antonio

Ifarper, Jr,, B.B.A., Southern Methodist Universitl¡

Gay, Jack Thompson, B.B.A., Southern Methodist University, John
Brown lJniversity, University of Arkansas, Little Rock

Junior College

-.-.,...........Da11as

Gibson, William, B.B.A., Southern Methodist University .-.---...--.-..--....,.,Yukon, Okla.
Gill, Stewart Wayne, B.B.A., IJnive¡sity of Oklahoma
-............-Dallas
Gillentine, Billy
Texas Technological College, Texas
Christian
...Fort Wo¡th

J
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Ginther, Noble Charles, Jr., Southern Methodist University -........--_-.........-....-Houston
Glenn,,Ralph, William, Jr., B.B.A., 8,4., University of Tàxas, Tarleton
State College
.......-..._--....-.........-..........-..,.---.Dallas
Golman, Larry Elton, B.B.A., UniveÌsity of Texas
............_..---Dallas
Good, Aubrey Gibbons, Southern Methodist University ............._....._pine Blufi, Ari.
Goodste,in, Barnett_M.,8.4., M.4., University of Texaj, Rice Institute,
Wisconsin IJniversity, Soutlern Methodist University -.....................-.........Dailas
^
Gowan,
-John Richard, 8.4., Southern Methodist University, University

of Texas

.--.-----......-.......--...-........-....-.............Da11as

of Arkansas, Soutbern Methodist
University
Griq! Robert S,.,-B.B.A:, Indiana University, Wabash College ._.....-....---....-Gary, Ind.
Groff,-Arthur Jo_\n,_8S., Iowa State College, Loras College,
Southern Methodist University .....................-.._--................-_........----...G¡and prairie
Groom, William D., 8.S., Midwestern University, pueblo Junio¡
Gresham, Claude H., University

college........-......

...........-.....--..cannon

I)on O., B.B.A., Southern Methodist University, Texas
Agrisultural and Mechanical College.......-.-.....-..............
Gunn,
Benjanin, Colorado Universìty, Drake University,
-J_ohn
Grove,

city, colo.
...-Dallas

.....::.:..p'#":,å#,illl:

Hamilto_n,
Gordon- Eugene, 8,4., Nebraska Wesleyan College, Southern
".*o"lirliåi'f"u3flt"î'";.;'Ii¿;ä;;;;;"ö;ii;;;"..:.:.:..:...:..-.
-

Methodist University
................-......._............................,,-..Dallas
Ilancock, Don Curtis,8.4., Texas Technological College.._..,..........--.--.......----Lubbock
Hanna,,Ross-Elmo, 8.S., Arlington State College, B.B.À., Southern
Methodist University
_-...--__.-..--..--.....Dallas
,,
Ilansen,__Roger A!lhony,8.4., University of Oklahoma, Rice Institute --.-_.....Daüas
Hardy,. Harm_on Sìdney, Jr., 8.S., Univeisity of Oklahoma, Oklahoma
Agricultural and Mechanical College ......,--._--.--.-..............-.-..-.--.........--Afton, Okla.
IIarper,Harlan, Jr., 8.4., Southern Met--hodist University, St. Marv;s
University
..-..-........-........---..._-----.....S¿n Antonio
Hayes, Jere_ Glfn, B.B.A., Southern Methoclist University
-...._.,Dallas
IIayes,,Keith Quentin, Hutchinson Junior College, Bakér University,
Southern Methodist University ....-,-..-....--.._.........- ........ . Hirtchinson, Kan.
I{aynie, Filly Bob,8.S., B.A., Washington ljniversity, Texa¡kana
College, Soutl¡ern Methodist Unive¡sity ..... ..-.-_.............-- -...----.-.............----Dallas
Ilearne,_ Bevelly -Claudette, 8.4., Southern Methodist University, St.
Mary'q
University, Santa Monica City College . ... ......_-,-..-....-.. ...-.....!'ort Worth
__ __
Hellman, Bobby Edward, 8.S., Midwestern Univeriity
_.Fortworth
Ifemenway,_ P-orter Adelbert, 8.4., Southern Methoclist University ........__.-_,-..-._D¿llas
Ilickey,. Bill _G,, Þ.I3.4,, Southern Methodist University, North îexas

Agricultural College .-..-....----.
....-.-,.,_.,.-.....Dallas
Hicks,John Walton, E.B.A., Southern Methodist Unive¡sity, North
Texas State College ....-,-..--....
_....... _--,-..-.-............-....-_.-...........DalIas
llicks, Robert R., 8,S., Texas Christian University
......Fort Worth
Hilton,-Robert E_ugene, 8.4., University of Dayton -.,_-..-.......... ...... bávto", O¡iã
Ìlines, N,o¡man Peters,
B.B.A,, Southern Methodist
Eogelantl, Richard .Wright, 8.4., University of

g.ü""3:ró*i.ffå"_ M;I¿;ñ,

i;.; B.B.Ä.;'s;;iil;;;

University._----_........,.,_.._---...Dallae

uÏï.ï3,îl'i

":]Tð;ff;
¡tollrngswo¡th,- J-ohn Bruc€, Southern Methodist University .-.-...........,...,..-.Ilarlingen
¡Iolman, Pavicl ìrlervton, ll.A., 8.S., No¡th Texas Stete CóIlege .........,.....----.-...Dal"las
¡lopkins, IJa¡t, B.B.A., Southwestern University, University óf Texrs _...-.......Dallas
Houghton,.Sebron_Jerr¿ Ill University of Texas, CoÌumbiå ù"i""""itv,
Southern Methodist University

M;ih;.rËT

-.-..--..........-.......-.........,.,-..--..........-..-..,..-_._--....DaUas

- Houser,,Ha.rold L^q.. P.S.,Oi<lahoma Agricultural and Mechanical Còll"cà,
Northern Oklahoma Junior College, Southern Methodist Unive¡sity ..,.Dallas
Howard, William Andrerv, B.B.A., Southern Methodist University._._..-.........._,,Dallas
Ilughes, Jamcs Walter, B.B.A., North Texas State College, East Texas
State Teachers College, Texarkana Junio¡ CollesJ......._.-..--....--.._..,,-..._--....Dallas
Ifunt, Samuel Wallace, Jr., Southern Methodist University .,...-.-....Tucumcari, N. M.
Hunter, Billy Carroll, Texas Technological College ...-_.....,....,-_.--._........,------_..--.....Irving
Iley, Mary Lee,8,4., North Texas State College
....-.......--..---.....Dallas
Ingram, Thomas Cheste¡,,Ir., B,B.A,, University of Texas, Texas
Technological College _,.--_.--..,,.
..-..,._-__-.--...Dallas

frwin, Ivan, 8.A.., Southern Metl¡odist University

-..-....--.-...._,Dallas

Jack, Eobe.rt Wal¡o4, 8.S., University of Michigan, Grove City College,
Southern Methodist lfniversity ......-...-...._.....-.--..........,-..--..........._--_.-.__........DrlIas
york, M.S., University of
Jacknin, Bernard, -8.
-.S.. -City -College of New
South_e-rn Ca_Ìif-ornia,
Ph.D., Virginia polytechnic institute, li.A.,
New York
University
...._..--....-..........----....Dall¿s
Jame, Ned, 8.S., Texas Chrìstian University
----......._..---.Fo¡t.Worth
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Students

of Texas, West Texas
-.-..-....,.......Da11as
State Çollege
Jarn¿gin, Car¡oll Erskine, Universitv of Chattanooga, Yanderbilt
University, University of Chicago, University of Texas..........-.--.-....Ar1ington
Jeffcoat, Roy Lynn, .A..4., Howard County Junior College, B.B.A.,
North Texæ State College, Trinity University -.-...-..-....-..--.-.........-..-..........Da]1as
Jhong, Chun Pyo, LL.B,, Seoul University Law School, Young
James, Thomæ Louis, B.B.A,, University

Ila¡ris College
-...-.-.-.....Yong:san, Seoul, Korea
Johnson, Leroy Grant, 8..A.., Southe¡n MethodiÊt University -.-.-...............Houma, La.
Johnson, Murray Sher¡ill, B.B.A., University of Texas, Çolumbia
University
4.4., Arlington State College

...-....--.--.......-...Dallas

Jones, Robert Lee,8.S., Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College,

.-..............Da114s

William Meshech, B.B.A., Southern Methodist University......-...-.........Da11as
I(elly, Jerry Dean,8.4., Southern Methodist University, University of
..............G1obe, Ariz.
Kennedy, Robert Meyer, University of Arizon¿
Kenneme¡, Don K., Midwestern University, B.B.A., Texas

Jones,

Technological College

---..-.,...-..

.-...-.....,-.....Dallas

Kerin, James Paul, M.4., Southern Methodist Unive¡sity, No¡th Texas
Agricultural College .,............
-...-....-...----,-.Dallas
Keys, Clarence Edward, 8.S., University of Tennessee, University of
North Carolina, Southern Methodist University -.-...-.......-..-..Kingsport, Tenn.
Killough, James Sevier, Southern Methodist University, University of
....Daìlas
Maryland at Munich
Kimbrough, John Cooper, Southwestern at Memphis, Southern
.,.....--.....Memphis, Tenn.
Methodist University
..--..............Da11as
King, Jack T., B.B.A., Ha¡din-Simmons University
King, Johnny I., Arlington State College, North Texas State College --..........Da11as
King, William John, Ph.B., Unive¡sity of Notre Dame, Loyola University....Houston
......Houston
Ki¡by, I{enry 8., 8,4., Southern Methodist University
......Dallas
Koons, William Conrad, Southe¡n Methodist University
Kosanke, Lester.W., Southern Methodist University
-..-......-...Dallas
Kraus, Roger Weldon, B.B.A., Southern Methodist University, La0rosse
State Unive¡sity -........................
..-.-...-.............-..-.La Crosse, Wisc.
Kresse, Iferman Joseph,8.S., Arkansas State Teacbe¡s College, Unive¡sity

of Arkansas

-.-...-,-.......--Dalla¡

Kuntz, Frank T., Whitman College, Southern Methodist University --------.--.----Dallas
Kuykendall, Floyd Glyndon, A¡kansas Polytechnic Institute, Southern

,--..---.........-.-.-.......-.-Dallas
Methodist University
LaBarba, Frank S., Jr., ts.4., Southern Methodist University .-.-.--.....................Dallas
Lambeth, Nina K., Southern Methodist University
................-.Dallas
Lancaster, David Talbot, Little Rock Junior College, Southern Methodist
..Little Rock, Ark.
University
Larsen, James Eilward, 8..A., Southern Methodist, University.-.,-.,...-...,..--...-.....Dallas
Lastelick, Joseph Jerome, B.B,A., Texas Agricultu¡al and Mechanical

College

..-....--..---

................Da11as

College

-..--.-....---

-...............Da11as

Law, Howard 8., 8.4., Southern Methodist University, Texas Agricultural
Tl¡lìqs
and Mechanical College
Lefes, Gus Nick, B.B.A., Southern Methodist University --..--,--..,--............-.Port Arthur
Leftwich, James Weaver, 8.S., Southern Methodist University, M.H.P.E.R.,
No¡th Texas State College
....................Da11as
Lerer, Flarvey Lionel, B.B.A., University of Miami, Geo¡ge Pepperdine

Levin, Malcolm H.,8.A.., Champlain College, Mohawk College, Syracuse
Unive¡sity, U. S. .A.rmy CIC Cente¡
....Dallas
Levin, Marvin L.,8.4., Texas Ag¡icultu¡al and Mechanical College................Dallas
Leviton, Albert Jack, 8.S., Indiana University, Southern Methodist
Unive¡sity
,.South Bend, Ind.
Lewis, Gene, B.B.A., Southe¡n Methodist University
....-.-..--.-.Dallas
Lewis, James Harvey,8.4., Michigan State University, St. Ambrose
College, Southern Methodist University, East Kentucky State
Teachers College, Morehead Kentucky State College ...-.-..-.-....--...Grayson, Ky.
Lingle, Evan Barron, 8.S., Southern lllinois University, Northwestern

University

--..-.-.-..,......-. .Dallas

Litchfield, Qlarence Wayne, Southern Metho¿list University ........Wynnewood, Okla.
Hendra, 8.4., Texas Ag¡icultural and Mechanical

Dallas

Lowry, William Leroy, 8.S., Slipps¡y Rock College, M.4., Nortb Texas
State College
--.----.-.....-,Denton
Lumpkin, Robe¡t Loyd, University of Texas
.........---.-----..........-.Dallas
McConnell, Maxine Timberlake, 8.4., Southern Methodist University,

Elmira College

..-...................-.-Dallæ
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McOracken, Joe H., III, Il.S., Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical
...-..Dallas
College, Ohio State University, University of Texas
McCracken, Thomas James, 8,-A.,, Texas Wesleyan College, Waehington end
........-..--..........-..Dallas
Jefferson College ..,..-........
McCrea, Marshall Storey, Jr., B,B.A., Southern Methodist Unive¡sity ...........-Abilene
McDlhaney, John H,, Southern Methodist University ..................-.....Milwaukæ, Wisc.
McElroy, Joseph, Jr., 8..A.., Southern Methodist University, Texas
.--.Grand Prairie
Agricultural and Mechanical College .---.--..--...
McGuire, Bernard Cha¡les, Jr., 4.8., Harvard Univergity .....-..............Lowe11, Mass.
McKay, James Curtis, B.B.A,, University of ?exas, East Texas Baptist
College, Stephen F. Austin State Teachers College..-..-.--..-..-...-.--.-...-..-.....D¿llæ
....-....-Dallas
McKool, Ferris Joseph, Southe¡n Methodist University
Mclaughlin, Joe Earl, 8.S., Eaet Texas State Teachers College.---..,-.--...-...-.....I¡ving

.---.---...Waco
McNeil, David J., B.B.A., Baylo¡ University .---..-....----..---...McSpedden, Richard Lee, B.B.A., Southern Methodist University, Baylor

University
University of Colo¡ado

Mabray, Donald Riley, Baylor Universlty, University

Maier, Jean, Texas State College

lor

of Houston,

................-.--.-Dallas

..-...-...........-..-..Ilouston

Women, Southern Methodist
,..........-........--.....Dallas
............--.......-.....Dallag

University

.--...-Dallas

L.,8.S., North Texag State College
-.......-..-..Coppell
Masterson, Wilme¡ Dallam,8.4., Southern Methodist University.....-......,-.-..--Dallas

Massey, Marion

Matthews, Casca Jack, Soutbern Methodist University, Arlington State

College ...--..-....

.......---Mæquite

May, Howard Clayton, 8.S,, Texas Christian University .-..-..--.--...---..--.-....Fort Worth
Melody, Thomas Alva,8.S., Bradley University, University of Illinois.....----..-Dallas
Menaker, Marvin, 8.4,, Pennsylvania State University, Temple

l/niversity, New Yo¡k lfniversity

..-..---Dallas

Merchant, John Jerry, 8.4., Southern Methoilist University, Colorado
University, West Texas State College
...----.-...-...-.......--Amarillo

Michaelson, Alan Freedman, Southe¡n Methoalist Univergity.,--..,.........,...-..--...--..D¡Ilae
Miles, Richard tr)., Arkaneas Agricultural and Mechanical College .....---Camden, A¡k.
Miller, Robert McCrary, 8.S,, Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College,
M.S., East Texas State Teachers College, Unive¡sity of

tr{itcham, Frank Marion, 8.S., University

(Okla.)

of Oklahona,

Southwestern
...-,..............-......Pamþa

Mopsik, Norman, Seton Hall College, Southern Methodist Unive¡sity .....--.---.--..Dallas
Morton, Edga¡ Allen, 8.S., Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College,

Unive¡sity of Houston
Murdoch, Don Merriman, Southe¡n Methodist Unive¡sity
Myers, James Aaron,8.S., Texas Ch¡istian Unive¡sity

.................-...-..........Da11ss

-.....Dallas
..........Da11as

Nance, Allen Taylor,8..A., Southern Methodist University...................--...Duncanville
Nash, Edgar Jo¡tlan, 8.4., Texas Technological College........................-.,.ïVeatherford
Nelson, Bert Acker, Texas Technological College, Baylor lJniversity -...-......-Lul¡bock
Nelson, John Bernard,8,4,, Augustana, Ilniversity of lowa, IJniversity
Neumann, Frank Wenzel, St. John's University, IJniversity of Tulsa,

Brooklyn

University

....-.-,..--.-...-....,..---A¡lington

Nicholson, Lynn Evan, Southern Methodist Unive¡sity ,-.-.,-...,.--.-..-,,-..---.Denve¡, Colo.
Nunley, Bonnie Mercedes, 8.4., Texas Christian Unive¡gity,
Un
iversity of Oklahoma, Northern Oklahoma Junior College -.-.--.-Fort Worth
.Willie
Nunn,
John, 8.S., Trinity Universitv, M.4., McOormick
Theological Seminary, San Angelo College ..............
Big Lake
Oatman, Wayland Wilson,8.S., Te¡.as Christian University,---.-..,.....--.---..--..-..--.Dallas
O'B¡ien, Neil Justin,A..8., Rice Institute, Southern Methodist University....Dallas
O'Connor, Arthur Eugene, Southern Methodist University .-......-....--.........Fort Worth
Pace, Robert Kelly, B.B.A., Southern Methodist University, IJniversity
of Texas, North Texas State College, Midwestern University .......-Iowa Park
Patlgett, Donald Frederick, II, 8.S., Notre Dame Unive¡sity, Southe¡n

Methodist University
-.---.-.----...-.--..-.-....-...Dallas
Palmer, Elmer Eugene, Southern Methodist University
...,......Da11as
Panter, Carl Dane, 4.S., Arlington State Collese, 8.S., Hardin-Simmons
University, M.S., East Tex¿s State College, Texas Agricultural
and Mechanical College, North Texas State College -.----.---........-..........._.Mineola
Patterson, William Drake, B.B.A., Southern Methodist IJniversity,
M.S., Baylor University
.,.--...,.--_----_......._--Dallas
Patton, Arthur Hunter, Southern Methodist University
..-.-_....Dallas
Peck, James Royal,8.S., B.A., Wichita University, Oklahoma City
College of Law, Tulsa University
...--..--..............-.-.-.......-..Dallas
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Perrv. Owen Errett, B.S', Gærgia Technological College -" '- --" """""'-'-"Atlant*, -Ga'
"" ""Emme¡ton' Ya'
Þ;;;;.;.' È;ñ;i õü"l"ti"'", e.sl, virginia Èolvtechnic Instltute
Èugene B¡uce, Northwætern Universitv, Texgs Wstern
--'--ÞiÑ;b;;pi;

"""'""""""'-""""'Dsllas
coÍteâe ..-..................,......Potter.-'Cit.t
irraik Nelson, 8.4., Southern Methodist Universitv, Læ Angelw
- '- """" "" " uallas
Collese. Texas Christian Unlversity
po,u.tt. Úitliam báwev, Jr., ts.A., Universitv of Arkansas, Texag
' " " "' öil;il¿;;;'

ú;*;;"lt'

p"*.".-ñïuå"î'¡r--Ño"Ût i"*u" St"t" College .............-.

"'-""".'"'Dallas

R;i"ìiif.-K;;"th Eusene, B.B.A., Texas Wætern Collese, North Texas
'-- " uallas
Siate
-8.:Collese, Southern Methodist University
" "Dallas
i".lri.s., ¡1.s., nãÃi tu**" stãte college
R"ttiff J.
North
College,'.-.---...-.-..---..
Texas State College,
Áustiri
Jä"
Iiing,
riãi.i,.'.ü"t
'**"'s;;;Ë;
."""" ""'waxahachie
i,iåïñåal"i-u"i""rsiú
iãmes Stetlman, Jr., Universitv of Kansas, Southern
nobertiãn,
-""* -M;lh;Jit
'-'Dallæ
univó¡sitv
n"".. ftã"Ï Wuaver, B.B.A', Southern Methodist Universitv "- " " "---" 'Lamsa
Ross. Edward Price, 8.4., Rice Institute, University of Oolorado - -" -'--" tfouston
iüïi";ä,"Ë;;-Eå;-hã.À:, re;å; À;,:icüttural and-Mechanical college """ Dallas
ñisúil;' i;;""-i(";;;¿h;'n ¡j.Á., so.-utt'à"n Methgdist Universitv "" " """"" " "Da]Ias
Lloyd Gilbert, 4.8., Bavlor Universitv, North Texas
**^'Åñ;;lt";f
Russeìl;
õãtl"gã,'soui¡u¡n uótttoaliri unive¡sitv .........-.'-.--.-.... "-""'Dallas
nrsseti, Þut¡ict Senter, ir', 8.S., Universitv of Houston, Univergitv
"" -"'-"""---'Galveton
ól Tu*.s
College,
*"-"' Wavne Lvle,8,S., Texas Agricultural ¿nd MechanicalCollege
S"Uo.
state
Àrlington
inãustries,
" 'Benton' Ark'
ó;;;; cãiåã. olÁ'i" ""¿
somueì".
Îànneth"Bavard, I].4., Princeton Universitv, Universitv of
""'"*'îi";ì;i;,
-"
õ.*ã ó¡i'i*ti." Ùniversitv -.-.-.."..""""" :"-'-"""" ""'-""Fort worth
õt"iiã""" 4,, B.À., Texas Weslevan Ç-ollege, lü.A:, National
Sanbron,
--'----Úiri"et'sity
of Mexico, Universitv oJ Oklahomt, Sor¡thern
""""""". "" 'Ga¡lancì
M;;ù;ãt;l Ù¡i"ã""itv
trl"thoa¡"t Universitv
"" Dallas
S""¿"r*oì,- ¡ort" ãlitt""¿--Si"i¡""t
"'
Unive¡sitv
Universitv,
Svracuue
Jr.,
IÌ.S.,
William,
S;;à;*"i"; Albert
of Ñotre Dame, University of Châttnnooga' Universitv of
Fort Worth
""" """ "
Buffalo .....-..-,-.
" 'Dallas
s.u.,A", Só"itt."" Methodist-Unive-rsitv ":-""""-"'
S""ill;];î;-wiiiit-,
Iowa
of
lowa,.Upper
Ch""l." Murráy, 8.s., State Universitv
Sãúooi,
"- '"ÚtiiJã-""iiv,
Dallas
.i ]úi"ãi", Southein Methodist Universitv "
Universitv
-e.s;Ó."."-Ás"icúltural
and Mechanical College '-"""" "" D411as
S"ott]'öi"v-ò--'¡".,
wegt
Univereitv,
Methodist
Southern
ir.,
B.B.A.
e--"ti
TaLot,
S"áii,
"----' T-ei;"-si"tã Coí1"g"'..-..-,-....
Amarillo
s¡"""Jn,-ilro"ti" b;;1"";, ij.B.À., souçretn Methodist Unive¡sitv " ""Port A¡thur
¡r."r:v n"é¿, J¡.' f¡.s.4.,- Texas Agricultural and Mechanicaì
Si;;;;;;;;
- -- Cãllege
.'. """""- """" "" Dallas
...........-.,....,..........,
8.S., Abilene Ch¡istian College, Washington
Do;;ld
Shultz,
---'-îiriìãii-i Max,
...'- Dalìas
......-.".......--.-....
Ùíir"""ítv
t.Á.; tã""s ctt"i"ti"n Universitv .-"'-""""" "" """San 'A'ntonio
s¡opp, õià*-lrl.l;;,
Methodist universitv
"""Dallas
s;i;;;, bãn"t-t;;-'l¡.Á.;'s;th;;"
õ;ih;'Alt.; L*,-b.B.À; s;;;h;;; rtàtr¡o¿ist universitv Notth Texas ..-..'Dallas
Biiìy Joe,'8.8.4., Southern Methodist Universitv,
S;i¿h;-State
'---- 'Urockett
College, Ilenderson Countv Junior College '-- --""" '-s^itr',-oi"i¿-Þì";;;, u.B.Á., ihã Ùniïe¡sitv o{ Tg"1, Rice Institute """""-Dallas
Univelsilv.
Meiirodist
""
" Plll::
õ;iìi;, E;;;;; i.va. n.s.a.. Sóutt'"""
lJallas
S*iiit, j;-.""
Ceõrge Duifield, Jr., B.S.' Universitv of North. Carolina
Knox, lJ.A.. Southern Methodist Universitv, Universitv
S;iih;
- - -. - - rexarKanâ' årK'
of Virginia, Texatkana Junior College
s-it¡,-i,""Ëi-blìÅ¡ã, i"., 4.s.,'Mu""u" Unive,rsitv-..... -r- """ """"" "-" "-""Dallas
Jr.,8.4., Siouthc¡n Metho¡list Universitv.
amith.
Williâm Decker,
"' "''T;.;;î;;"
jl"lot-cóllãee'
" Texarkana
Universilv of virginia " ""
-Slliäit,
s.s- M.3., North iexas Stfüe College -"'-""'- " "'-"Denton
s-ittr,^wifiian
Unive¡sitv, f'on Mo¡¡is
Southwestern
Forresi,8.4.,
s-iih,
witliã-..':'J;;i;;c"ilegà,
íum.¡'college -....--.....".
""""'- " "Beaum-ont
- """" 'Dallas
shhl, Sià-;v,È.älÀ., sã"tr*""-n'iJtlottiit
-m.itãàl"t lJniversitv
Únivelsiiv .-....----.......-.......Gr'nd Prairie
s.üt¡ã""
õ;;;l;'.;il;"ht"h.'ã,
North
Texas
College,
State
Arlington
Jr.,
Wallace,
Sièele,'Walter
-'----'Si¿tà
"Dallas
College ..,....-.....,
"" "" 'Dallas
steph;;;'Bilì;- jãrr",' Sãüt¡""" vàir,à¿i"J universitv
""" "Ðallas
siewart,'Ro¡ett Percv, Jr', n'Á', u"i"ã""itv of Georgia

Stone, Ha¡oltl Ben, 8.S., Texas Agricultu¡al and Mechanical College "- ""- ---"Dallas
Martha Joe, B'B'4., Southern Methodist Universítv, Glendale
St¡oud,
-- -- ;;i;"
""" " "" clendale' Calif'
Colleee ........-.. .
Iowa University' T"*""
College'
Iolva
State
l,ouis
Martin,
Snite¡,
-------'ctr"isüan Ùniversity, Southe¡n Methoriist university ....,...........osl(aloosa,
^ , , ,- Iowa
Unive¡sitv
"""- "Dallas
Methotiist
Susman, Morton Lee, Southe¡n

I
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Students

AUDITORS and SPECIALS
Bradford, Addison Morton, Jr,, Arkansas State College, Southern
Méthodist

University

....Dallas

Browder, Etmer Smith, Arlington State College, Unive¡sitv of Texas -....--.Houston
Canuteson, Donald G¡aham, Southern Methodist Universitv' Universitv
.'..-.-.---....-..........Da11æ
of Texas ..----,-..........-..--.......
Deadman, John Corbin, Southern Illinois Unive¡sity, Chicago Kent
College

.-.---.-.-.---

Hicks, Warren Lewis, Indiana University, Southern Methodist Universitv ---.Dallas
.......-...---.--.............DalIas
Scallon, George Burke, Jefferson University

INSTUTUTIONS REPRESENTED
1
1

A & M College of Oklahoma
¡ e M bolle?e of 1"""s ......:.::.::-.:::.:
A¡kansas Polytechnic Institute
Arkansas State Çollege

Arlington State College
Ateneo de Manile (Philippines)
Auro¡a Collefre

-......-...-...

Baker University
Baylor University

1

1

I
1
I

t4

Bishop College
Roston College

1
1
1

.-.--...---......

B;;kÉ"- ú;i"¿""-ity

Cambridge University

..............:..::......,..

Cairo Unive¡sity (Esvpt)

.r..................

Institute of Technology -.---.---.,.
Catholic University of Lima, Peru -.-.
Cent¡al Universitv of Mexico -...........
Central University of Venezuela ......-.
Champlain College -..-..........
Chicago Kent College -................-...-...--.
Cisco Junior College ..............----..-..---..
City Collese of New York
Colegio Antonio Narino (Colombia)
Celegio France-Mexicano (Mexico) -...
Colgate IJniversity ..............................-Case

1

z
1

2

....
....

1
1
1

Geneva

wri¡i"eto" u"i"ã"sii;'..........

.-.-........

Heliopolis Gov. College (Esypt) ....-.
Hendereon County Junior Colleee ....

Howard County Junior College --..-.....
Howard University .........-..-.------....'.
Hutchinson Junior College
Institute of Modelo (Nicaragua) ........
Iowa State College -...........-.
Je-fferson University
Jesuit Junior College (Egypt) ..........
John Brown University
Kemper Military School
Kent Stete University
Kilgore Junior College ........................
Kyon Song Unive¡sity (Kores) -----...
Kyoto Univergity (Jepan)
LaCrosse State College
Lafayette College .........-.....
Lake Foreet College .-............Lamar State CoÌlege of Technology
Lee College
Lincoln's Inn (London)
Little Rock Junior College

1

2
7
1
1

t
1
1
1
1

1
1

2
4
1

2

1

1

I
I
1

I
I
I
1
1
1

I

1
1
1
1

1
1

Lon Morris Junior College

2

Loe Angeles City Collese

2

Lorae College

1

Louisiana College .........----Louisiana Stete University
Loyola ljnive¡sity (Chicago) -.-..-......
Mc0ormick Theological Seminary ....
McMurry College ...-.--........
Mankato State Teachers College ,-...-..
Marion Military Institute
Massachusetts In8titute of

1

I
l
2
1
1

1

Mercer

1
1

Miami Universitv (Ohio)

....-.

Midwestern University
Mississippi State College
Missouri School of Mines

-........-...-.-----

ùliðùie'" Sì"i" óoÌlãee :..
Mohawk College ...............

1

George Peppe¡dine Çollege

Hen<ìrix College ....-..........

1
1
1
1

1

Etternado de Colombia (Colombia) ....
Fu¡man

Harvard University

1

I
I

East Texag Stete Teåchers College
Edinburg College (Pan American)

Georgia Technological College
Glendale Coìlese --............
Graceland College (Iowa)
Grove City College ..----.-..--.Hardin-Simmons University

1
1
1
1

--.-.-..

ñ"Ëå- ú"i"."ùtv . .......................:..........
East Kentucky State Teachers
College ..............
East Texas Baptist College

Elmira College

1

..---.--

Columbia University

Connecticut College for Women
Dalhousie University (Canada)
Denison University
Dickinson Seminary
Drake University

cão'õu

28
2
26

Austin College

Bredley University

2

IN STUDENT BODY

................

2
5
1

Morehead Kentucky State College
National College of Buenos Aires

National University of Colunbia -..National University of Mexico .....-.National University of Nicaragua -.,.
Nebraska Wesleyan College ................
New York Unive¡sity
Northeast Center (Louisiane State

University)
Northeast Oklahoma Agricultural
and Mechanical College .....--.--.-........
Northeaste¡n University
No¡thern Oklahoma Junior College ..-.
North Texas State College
NorLhwestern University
Ohio Northern University
Ohio State University
Oklahoma City University

Pacifie Sehool of Religion

1
1

-...
-...

1
1
1

2
1
1

1
1
1

2

35
2
1
1

I
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............Þ;*' -öiia"-at;;;i .:.:::::::::::.:::::::::

P¿¡is Junio¡ Collelre

2

I
I

Pennsylvania State University ..........-.
Prairie View Agrlcultural and
Mechanical College .--..-.........-.--.--..--..

Princeton University

1

Purdue

1
2

Pueblo

Queen's College

1

Ranger Junior College

11

College

St. Ambrose College

2

........:-..:......:::

St. Edwards Universíty
St. John's Univerglty

St. Joseph College

1

.-...--...-...

sr. Bede Junic cäte;à

..............

1

1
1
1

St. Mary's of Notre Dame -...................

2

St. Stephene College

2

St. Mary's University

......................-.....

Samuel Hugton College -.........-.......---...
San Angelo College -..........-...
San Antonio College ...............
Sant¿ Monica City College
Seoul Unive¡sity (Korea)
Seton Hall Collese -..............

Slipps¡y Rock S¿ate Teachers
College ..............
!, ù!. Law College (Pakistan)

1

4

2
1
1

............

Soochow Universíty (China) .........--Southe¡n lllinois University --.-....-.......

1
1

Southern Methodist University ..-..-..1 88
Southwest Texas State College ........-. 1

Southwestern at Memphis
Southweste¡n State College (Ohta.)
Southwestern University
Stephen

F. Austin College

.-..-..--..---.....--.---.---.-College (Th¿iland) ..-.--.-

Suffolk Universitv ................-......--.-....Sul Rogs Junior College
Syracuse University

Ta¡leton State College
Tehe¡an University (Iran)

.----...-.........

'Iemple University .....-...-..,.......-..-.---......
Texarkana Junior College
llexas College of Arts & fndustries ....

Texas Christian University

Texas Ståte College for'Women -.--..
'fexae Technological College --........-.
Texas Wesleyan College

-........--.--.--.....

Texas Weste¡n Unive¡sity
Tokyo Imperial University
Trinity University ....-.....-..-...-................
Tulane University .....-.--..---.....---.--..-......
Tulsa University .-.-.........-----...-.-------.-....
U. S. Naval Academy
University of Alabama -...-.-.....-.........-...
University of Arizona
University of Arkansas
9niversitv of Beirut (Lebanon ) ........
Universidad de Buenos Airæ ..--------......
Universil,y of Buffalo ................-....--.....
University of Callfornia ......... ..-..-..-.....
University of Chattanoosa

Universityof Chile

I

6

2

Stetson University

Suankularb

2

...............................

University of Chicago ..........--University of Cincinnati

1
1
1
1

1
1

4
2

26

University of
University de
University of
University of
University of
Unive¡gity of Georg¡a .--..-.-.-...
University of Gharmmasart
(Thailand)
University of
University of
University of
University of
University of
University of
Univereity of
Univergity of
University of
University of
Unive¡sity of
University of Mexico City
University of Miami --..--....-.--University of Michisan
Unive¡sity of Montreal (Canada) ..--..
Univeroity of North Carolina .--.........-University of Notre Dame
University of Oklahom¿
Unive¡sity of thePhilipplnæ .......-......
University of Pittsburgh
University of St. Thomæ
University of San Carlos (Guatemala)
University of Sao Paulo (Brazil) ........
University of Seville (Spain) ..............
University of Sind (India)
University of Southern Califo¡ni¿ -----University of the Soutl¡
University of Syracuge
University ol Tennessee
University of Texas
University of Tulga
University of
University of
University of
University of
University of
University of
University of
Univelsity of

6

1

I
1

2
1
1

2

I

1

1

I
4
2

I

1
2

I

1

1

I

2
2

I

s
10
2
2

2
1

1

1
1

2
2

I

1

48
3
1

I
I

2
1

2

1

3

2

1

1

1
1

1

10

5

I
I
1
I
I
1

2

Wabash
'waserta College

univËrsitv iCðüiãi'................

Washburn
University ......-.
'WashingtonMunicipal
'Washington University
Jefferson
&
College -.....
'\{ashington & Lee University
..-.........
Wayne University -..................--..--..---....
Westminster College -..-.....--....
West Texas State Teachers College ...-

Xavier IJniversity
Yale University

--...--......--.--........------....

Young HarÌis College

---.........---.----.--.....

1
1
1

2
1
1

I

4
1
4
1

Total Number of Institutions
Represented

...-.......241

Summary of Enrollment

69

SUMMARY OF ENROLLMENT
FAI,L SIIMESTER,
Day

196õ

Dlvlslon

Eveni¡g Dlvl¡lo¡
82

Second Year
Thlrd Year
Fourth Ye¿r

õ9

::

Audltors and Speclal¡
Gr¡dustes

t4

Law Institute ol thc Auerica¡

19

Aoademy

of Amerio¡n lraw

26

1Í

..:

..................--...... 16
282

îotal Ïlnrolluent

t0

160

,r--

l=

ItAS.

